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Designing RiskMessages in Response to Human-Caused Disasters Contents III
Project Definition
1.1 Introduction
The field of graphic design has contributed to society in specific ways.
The author was compelled to focus on a newer area for the field to address -
designing in response to human-caused disasters. This has been emphasized in
the past two decades due to these kinds of disasters and subsequent legislation.
This underlying effort is supported by design philosophies that attempt to
direct the discipline to different practical problems of human importance. The
purpose of discovering these new problems has been as valuable as the chosen
context. Research on the chosen topic led to determining the
designers'
exact
role in the situation and discerning the appropriate background one must have
to contribute. Both have been an ongoing challenge. Complexity has been a
recurring theme with various contextual considerations of risk management,
as well as the ongoing research analysis. The guidebook the author developed
in this process attempts to simplify and cross-reference this complexity. It is
intended to be a foundation for designers to develop an intellectual perspective
on the subject matter. In a risk management situation, the designer should be
able to recognize an elaborate context and make connections to findings. For
example, on the introduction of a chemical manufacturing plant, the designer
should foresee needs and barriers. The benefit is an informed, more responsible,
and effective designer solving problems of human significance.
The topic explored was chosen because it has the potential to contribute
to humanity in the context of a society that is susceptible to human-caused
disasters and the terror they can induce. The holistic mindset leading to this
consideration has been the most underlying step for the author. The influence
this will have on the author is unknown, but its potential is beneficial.
2.2 The Problem
The September nth attacks have heightened the safety concerns of the
American public and government. These concerns are legitimate and relevant
considering the industrial hazards that exist in today's society.Among the
resulting needs stemming from this situation are various visual communication
challenges; such as informing communities of nearby risk, addressing fears
of the public, and improving response to human-caused disasters. This
presents an opportunity for graphic designers to contribute to a meaningful
cause and learn from the many findings aboutmanaging and communicating
risks. Human-caused disasters are catastrophic events that substantially harm
people and are brought about by accidents or acts of terrorism. One source
of these kinds of risks can be nuclear energy and various chemicals, which are
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already controversial risk issues in society. Communicating clearly about these
controversial social concerns is a complex challenge thatmust overcome a
number ofbarriers, such as uncertainty, strong associations, and ignorance.
Graphic design is the practice and study of visual communication, which
solves practical problems that inform or persuade masses of people. It has
been developed throughout the 1900's, contributing to advertising, corporate
identities, wayfinding, information design, political movements, and public
service announcements. Information design is an important direction in
the discipline. There is an opportunity to focus information design toward
problems of utmost human significance. This thesis attempts to direct the
skills of the graphic designer to inform, as well as persuade in communication
solutions that aid humanity.
While researching the needs spawned from human-caused disasters,
external theories were discovered which can inform designers in their problem-
solving processes. These theories come from the study of risk communication,
which is the exchange of information about large-scale health risks between
the public and experts. It has been studied since the i98o's by numerous fields,
including sociology, psychology, anthropology, linguistics, marketing, law,
and philosophy.
The main goal of the thesis is to determine the best approach for solving
communication problems about human-caused disaster. The author aims to
help graphic designers, as well as lay people who are faced with this complex
challenge. There is an opportunity to align risk communication research
with the methods, process, and practice of graphic design. Another goal is to
increase awareness about the potential for graphic designers to contribute to
these kinds of problems.
Information design is a segment within graphic design
that focuses on solving problems by informing
the audience, as opposed to persuading them.
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2.1 Projects
2.11 Public ServiceAdvertising Examples
Early research led to an informal analysis of risk messages.Vincent Covello
described risk communication with four categories that were addressed
in risk messages: nature, significance, magnitude, and control.While browsing
risk messages in public service advertising in The One Show, examples of risk
messages revealed different focuses on these categories.
The first example was a gun control ad that references an obituary page
to show the number of people that die every year from guns. Thirty obituaries
are left blank and sequentially numbered to represent the quantity of deaths
in South Africa every day. The primary category in this ad is magnitude.
A community beautification ad was the second of these examples. It showed
various materials that can be used to dispose of dog feces. The ad simply states,
"If your dog soils the street, there are many things you can use to clean it
up."
It clearly focuses on how this problem can be controlled by dog owners.
The third example, an anti-smoking ad, juxtaposed a make-up brush
with a used ashtray. This combination of unrelated objects is used to
communicate the significance of smoking on a person's skin. The fourth
example was a forest protection ad that simply showed an axe substituted for a
chopped tree. The axe's stump protrudes from the ground and its remains have
fallen next to it, representing the nature of deforestation in an intriguing way.
These precedents revealed to the author how risk messages prioritize
a single category of risk. Some of the messages also
addressed the other
categories in a secondarymanner. In the first example,
magnitude was the
primary focus of deaths by gun shootings, while significance and control are
also included in the short ad. A secondary group ofmessages within some
of the obituaries recognizes specific harm that gun fatalities cause to the families
of victims,which is an example of significance; "he will always be remembered
by Jude and his three loving The headline mentions gun control
briefly as a way to prevent these deaths. By including these additional
categories
of the risk, the message has multiple layers ofmeaning and is more informative
to those engaged by the primary message. Conversely, the second ad excludes
two of the categories of risk. There is no mention of the effect of the pollution
(significance) or howmuch dog waste is not cleaned up (magnitude).
The ad aims to induce action in two ways, at most. It primarily informs
dog owners of simple cleaning materials. It also
humbles dog owners who
are causing the problem. This is
done through the tone and by the formal
presentation of such an obvious control mechanism
that they are ignoring.



















The One Show (NewYork: One Club forArt & Copy,
1999) 2001), 307 ofvolume 21, 272-279 ofvolume 22.
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While the ad uses something that the dog owners do know, it ignores something
they may not: the magnitude of harm this kind of pollution creates in a city.
The third example shows how parts of a category can be exclusively
addressed in a risk message. The non-smoking ad addresses the significance
category by focusing on a specific harm, which is not commonly known.
It excludes the kinds of harm that have been the focus ofmany other
anti-smoking ads, such as lung cancer. This selective choice delivers a powerful
message. It counters a perceived benefit of smokers, as an external symbol
of social status, with another perceived measure of social status, physical
appearance. This intention is clear in the copy, which states that smoking toxins
'
. . . starve your skin of oxygen and remove the lingering traces of a healthy
complexion."
The fourth example has been determined as another message
about significance, which is even more simplified. The chopped axe handle
shows the basic problem and suggests the direct reliance humans have on the
forests we are destroying. It is more conceptuallymemorable than informative.
The findings from these risk messages helped analyze the completeness
and prioritizing of the three categories ofmessages about human-caused
disasters. Case studies of disasters led to further analysis within each category
of specific human-caused disasters. The author found that the three categories
are prevalent in all of the risk communication topics researched.
2.12 Medical Access
MedicalAccess by Richard Saul Wurman explains the procedures and purpose
of a multitude of diagnostic tests. It describes common surgical procedures,
and provides information on doctors, hospital care, and patient rights.
Individuals with concerns about serious health risks can direct themselves
to the proper control. This is an excellent example of simplified risk
communication for the public. It uses clear visual diagrams and writingwith
common language to connect familiar symptoms to potential harm and control.
The book carefully describes the illnesses and procedures, so theywill not
intimidate the patient. This precedent shows how risk messages can be complete
without being overwhelming.
2.13 California Wildfires
In the 2003 California wildfires, a variety of people used the world wide web to
communicate different messages and deal with their problems. News sources
reported immediate information on the significance and magnitude of the
disaster, and victims recorded first hand experiences through logs on the web.
This shows the advantage the web offers by opening communication for all
interested parties. Organizations and members of the media can disperse
traditional messages about risk more immediately.Victims can communicate




IYou are placed on your
back, with your hud tilted
slightly backward.
2
Tha mucou (oft, moist
Hfcsue lining the throat) la
openad to ravtal tha tonsil. Tha
surgeon slowty dissects or laesan
tha tonsil and Its ancasJng tissue
awsy from tha rosea (muscle bed)
Extansivs cutting of tha mucosa is
carefully avoided.
3
Tha tonsil Is now
connected to tho Ihrosi only at
Its basa. A sna#* (a thin wire loop)
Is slowly tightened around the
baaa, (rasing tha enilra tonsil Irom
the throat. This procedure is
repeated tor tha second tonsil on
tha other aide of tha throat. The
tonsils may bo son! to tha
pathology laboratory fdf analysis.
Wurman, Richard Saul. MedicalAccess. Los Angeles:
Access Press, 1985.
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of releasing emotional stress and informing potential victims about how to
prepare for the disaster. The web allows its vast audience to quickly seek out
ways to control their problems. Ideally, the user learns onlywhat theywant
through searchingwith specific terms or browsing categories. The disadvantage
of the web is that it allows for increased inconsistency and building
superstitions from uncertainty. The ease of publishing immediate information
on the web can be taken advantage of by anyone; therefore, it is likely that
information may not be accurate or even true. An organization's hesitation to
release information immediately will likely lead to uncontested riskmessages
with narrow perspectives on the web. An example of this in traditional
channels of media is the case ofThree Mile Island; delayed press releases
allowed unreliable news to be broadcasted. Unreliable information on the web
is becomingmore commonly filtered by users and web searching technology.
However, the immediate nature of the web will always present additional
problems for this channel.
Further description ofThree Mile Island
can be found in section 2.14, page 9.
2.14 Advisory System
Homeland security's Advisory System is a controversial example of risk
messages. It demonstrates communication barriers that can exist in messages
about the risk of human-caused disasters that are acts of terrorism. The
primary goal of the system is to warn law enforcement and other authorities
about threats found through government intelligence processes. The messages
are publicly dispersed, because leaks of the information are considered
inevitable and may cause speculation and hysteria. They are also intentionally
incomplete, because of the sensitive nature of the information. TheAdvisory
System has been in place for two years in the United States. While advisories
have been successfully channeled by the media, they have also been highly
criticized. The system of five levels (low, guarded, elevated, high, and severe)
has been considered useless. This impression has been increased by vague and
inconsistent messages ofmicro-control, which supplemented the advisories.
In earlywarnings the public was first told to remain cautious
and keep
their eyes open, which was soon followed by "go about their daily
business."
This created a confused and anxious atmosphere. For the seventh advisory,
more specific information was provided on likely kinds of attacks and how to
prepare for each. Lists of shopping items, fueling automobiles for an evacuation,
and sealing homes with plastic and
duct tape were suggested by experts.
"Near panic buying of the recommended supplies followed in many cities.
Amazingly, the collateral second message was once again
sounded-
about living our lives as usual. . .
experts said we could suffocate by sealing off ventilation into our homes,





The Political Psychology ofTerroristAlarms
(apa Divisions: February, 26th, 2003).
www.apa.org/aboutydivision/terrorism.html
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All of this inconsistency created confusion in people's everyday lives and
contributed to the skepticism surrounding theAdvisory System.
There are advantages to the Advisory System, but theymay be outweighed
by one important disadvantage. The main advantage is an immediateway to
heighten security. In addition, it suggests that the government is taking action to
prevent terrorism and replaces language that is often vague and can be altered
through different channels. The underlying disadvantage is that it keeps the
threats of others on the minds of people. Philip G. Zimbardo states, "Terrorism
is about making ordinary people feel vulnerable, anxious, confused, uncertain
and helpless. Ultimately, when terrorismworks, citizens feel hopeless and
lose trust in their leaders to guarantee the fundamentals of existence - safety
and
security."
There is a concern that the publicwill stop taking theAdvisory
System seriously. This could actually be helpful, as long as security still adapts
to the system, and the public trusts that the government has the situation
under control. If advisories continue to cause mass confusion and hinder daily
activities, the system should be changed. In two 2003 public opinion polls, 8%
ofUS citizens thought advisories were harmful and 13% thought the terrorists
were winning "the war on terrorism". See Appendices 2 and 3 on page 26 for full
questions, results, and sources.
2.15 Risk Management Planning
Other kinds of communication problems allow for a more complete solution
that has the potential to be more clear and informative. The Risk Management
Planning pamphlet released by Kodak in 1996 was intended to inform the nearby
community about the risk of specific disaster scenarios. This pamphlet was
released in response to the Emergency Planning and Right to KnowAct.
It is a summary of the complete report sent to the Government Emergency
Planning Committee and was voluntarily distributed by the company.
The pamphlet covers a wide range of the categories with a strong emphasis
on the controls in place at Kodak. The largest area for improvementwould be
the inclusion of descriptions ofways individuals can respond in a disaster.
Despite this omission, the pamphletwill not likely create any stigmatism.
The geographic scope of a potential disaster, shown with two radiuses of
separate disaster scenarios, does not cover a large portion of the surrounding
community. The content addresses both the benefits of the chemical and the
potential harm it could cause in a disaster. Some of the information is repeated
too often in the pamphlet without adding substance. Replacing redundancies
with more specific information would help. A potential barrier of effective
communication for this kind of pamphlet is trust. However, Kodak has dedicated
resources to building a trusting relationship with their surrounding community.
Without this relationship an external
audit or verification from an outside
source might have been essential for the pamphlet to be perceived as truthful.
Chemical:Vinylidene Chloride
What 3 It?
A cororfcw liquidwilh a sweet odor, evaporate
readily, flammable.
What urv thv com>Hoi( *ao.?
U(cd to make certain typesof plastic tuch ns 1 clear,
thin plojticwrap for itoring tootl
How la It tfanoptrrtcii to BuiLciinfj tiJ?
Delivered in a -1,000-gaUon Innk fruit; u(> 10 four
times per year,
How io It otorwtl? In *o underground
(>,'
W gallon, double-walled ttainle*. steel tank
How fc It tfOc-W <it /'.,...,..,.- 9?
Tomanufacture polymcri Tor photographic film!
and paper*.
Scenario endpointJarflainmaUUtiThe calculated
dijunceatwtikha ftrcorexplosion,due to a hypothetical
release, no longer hat the potential to cauvc damage.
Hrahh hatard* btoedon tcsnario endpo'mu Injuries
due to flyingdebruorbu rns.
Worst true tcaiariodescriptionTank trailer tail during
unloadingand the entire 4000 gaDons i\ released
iii -'.u-.'".. !
Distance towont cat*ertdpoiiiKAppmiJmUci) 625 feel
v]i(.!i'l, 1 ii ..iL. n.-i north ofRidge .:-....!
Alternateowescenario deicription:How- used to traiuaci
viuyltdenedUoride from the tank truck to theMoragc
Utile rupturcsand approximately SOj-aDorxit released
before the flow to the tune b ihui : 1
r emlpaint: Less than 25 reel
Actultnl history:No rvportdble vinylidene chloride
release* bom this storage tank and dehverv system sxnc
it vta* installed in 1994.
For complete full-sized pamphlet see section 13.20,
page 79.
For descriptions ofEmergency Planning
and the Right to Know Act see section 2.13, page 8.
Stigmatism is a social condition where a hazard
has severely hindered interaction or communication,
has limited progress, has become visually
or emotionally upsetting, or has become a danger
within itself.
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2.i6 Duck and Cover
The 1951 Duck and Cover video is part of a large government project, which
appears to have intentions of creating a false sense of security during the Cold
War. Targeting children, the video primarily explains how to protect oneself in
the event of a nuclear explosion. The rationale is that huddling into a specific
posture will protect one from flying debris, providing the necessary safety.
In the beginning, an animated turtle is shown ducking into its shell after a
bomb explodes next to its head. The video suggests that people can survive
a nuclear explosion with simple protective reactions. This example of micro
control is intended to reduce stigmatism, but is widely criticized as propaganda.
Secondarymessages in Duck and Cover are significance and macro control.
The video shows how a nuclear bomb creates destruction and explains how the
government is ensuring that an attackwill not occur.
Exaggerated messages of control, such as those in the Duck and Cover video
can create distrust. They can misrepresent the potential harm of a disaster and
even belittle serious risks, such as nuclear war. Frame from the Duck and Cover video.
2.1 Case Studies
2.11 Chernobyl
In 1986 the first known nuclear disaster, known as Chernobyl, carried great
uncertainty and received an enormous amount of attention. The disaster
occurred at nuclear power plant near the towns of Pripyat and Chernobyl of
the former Soviet Union. It was created by an mishap in an experiment that
resulted in an explosion. Radioactive material tore through the walls of the plant
and was released three miles up into the atmosphere, causing immediate and
long term harm. 3i responders died in the following six months and estimates
of 5,000 to 50,000 cancer deaths have been linked to the spread of radioactive
material from Chernobyl. Coverage of the disaster response showed that the
local communities were relatively calm. The citizens ofPripyat and Chernobyl
did not panic as they evacuated on the following morning. In contrast, foreign
press created hysteria with reports of inaccurate magnitudes and dark clouds of
radiation. The local communitywas influenced by the prior awareness of risk
and the influence of the government.Most Chernobyl plant employees lived
in Pripyat. Nuclear power was a part of their daily lives and so was the risk that
it carried. In addition, most of these citizens learned of the evacuation before
any speculation about the accident
was spread. They were actuallymisinformed
about the magnitude of the event and dressed in light clothingwithout packing
materials. In contrast, the international community learned of the incident from
detections of radiation in Sweden three days after the disaster. The European
andAmerican media begin to heavily broadcast stories of dark radioactive
clouds covering Europe and
panicked citizens ofKiev. A plume of radiation had
Designing Risk Messages in Response to
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spread from Chernobyl and was guided bywind over a large portion of Europe.
Images of dark clouds were not of the plume, and the city ofKiev was calm and
under the impression that the government controlled the situation.
This example demonstrates the importance of being the first source of
messages about a disaster. It also shows the likelihood of irresponsible messages
that can develop from partial information. Designers approaching similar
risk communication problems can learn from these mistakes of the past. This
example can also inform the designer of specific details about the harm of these
kinds of human-caused disasters. Their effects can be studied and anticipated in
the case of a similar event.
2.12 Union Carbide
Arguably, the worst industrial disaster in historywas in 1984 at Bhopal, India. An
American company, Union Carbide had contracted a chemical plant with the
Indian government 15 years earlier in an impoverished community. The plant
was American-built and Indian-operated to manufacture pesticides for India.
A spread of chemical gas killed thousands of unsuspecting people overnight
and led to a panicked stampede; the communitywas likely ignorant of the risk
of the disaster that occurred The firstwarning of the accident was not an alarm,
but the smell of the gas that was already spreading. The plant was adjacent to
the populated, low-income housing that was first affected. The gas spread well
beyond this area killing livestock and blackening vegetation. The gas was a
reaction formed by the addition ofwater to a large tank ofmethyl isocyanate.
Union Carbide claims this was an act of sabotage by a demoted employee.
An internal safety report shows that prior maintenance of the plant was
compromised. These safety issues are not directly associated with the reaction
that created the gas, but represent a larger problem of responsible control.
Emergency response at Bhopal was more difficult than evacuations at
Chernobyl because of its swift and visible impact. The Union Carbide plant was
located in highly populated surroundings and its workers composed a smaller
percentage of the Bhopal population. The town ofPripyat was formed around
the Chernobyl plant, while the Union Carbide plant was added to the existing
city ofBhopal. Vital risk
communication should have occurred in Bhopal when
the plant was first proposed. This would have likely stimulated pressure from
the community to involved
organizations to be more responsible about the
plant's warning system, maintenance,
and location. It is unlikely that citizens of
Bhopal ever suspected such a disaster; the risk was forced upon them without
their acceptance.
Ten thousand people have died from the disaster in Bhopal, and fifty
thousand of the survivors suffer minor to severe
disabilities. This disaster shows
the devastation that can occur and the importance of informing a community
of the risk from a human-induced disaster. Following Bhopal, the Emergency
Designing Risk Messages in Response to
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Planning and Right to KnowAct was developed in the United States in response
to concerns of industrial disasters. The regulations were made to inform
communities about the risks from chemicals at local plants. Companies with
specified quantities of certain chemicals were required to conduct specific
assessments. Each state is required to "establish a process for developing local
chemical emergency preparedness program and to receive and disseminate
information on hazardous chemicals at facilities within local
communities."
The amount of information and ways to disseminate are left open, but it is clear
that this act is intended to prepare and inform.
This example shows the need for responsible communication between an
industrial plant and its surrounding community. It is a historical milestone that
brought the thesis topic to the attention of theAmerican public, government
and industrial sectors. The severe impact also emphasizes the relevance of the
risk of human-caused disasters in today's society.
Craig R. Anderson and others.
Environmental Law Handbook (Rochville,MD:
Government Institutes, 1995), 278.
2.14 Three Mile Island
In 1979 the worst nuclear accident in America took place. A nuclear core
of the Three Mile Island power plant, owned privately byMetropolitan Edison
(Met Ed), overheated and released radioactive gases into the environment.
The overheatingwas caused by mechanical failure and human error.
The activation of one of the control systems averted a complete meltdown that
could have harmed nearby populations ofMiddletown and Harrisburg.
While the incident did not cause any known physical harm, it created confusion
and speculation throughout the following 48 hours. The overheating created
a bubble in the reactor,which posed the uncertain threat of a catastrophic
meltdown. This led to delayed and inconsistent communication. From
the startMed Ed seemed to deny the severity of the incident.At first, they
did not immediately report the release of gases. As the story leaked, the
media interviewed community members who witnessed the gas release. A
representative of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission entered the scene and
became a more trusted source. However the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
andMet Ed provided inconsistent reports on the size and severity of the bubble.
This inconsistency became evident in the different news coverage. In addition,
some members of the media tried to create additional stories to compensate
for the ongoing, anticlimactic event. This communication focused on the fear
surrounding the incident and sometimes
misrepresented the actual situation.
For example news broadcasts showed only cute or handicapped children and
interviewed frightened farmers. One network crew was requesting that the
citizens stay out of the camera shot.
The reporterwho observed this later wrote
about the town being depicted as an abandoned city.
Philip S. Klein and Ari Hoogenboom. A History
ofPennsylvania. (Pennsylvania State University, 1980).
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/PA_Env-Her/
tmi/tmi.htm
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The confusion of Three Mile Island revealed the importance for immediate
and consistent messages.While the media helped distort certain messages,
much of the confusion developed from the poor communication ofMet Ed.
This led to a level of distrust and speculation that could have been avoided. Such
instances should be predicted and the appropriate information released about
the incident should planned ahead of time.
Federal agencies involved in the edb case:
Environmental Protection Agency (epa)
Food and DrugAdministration
Department ofAgriculture
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
consultant of risk communication in the United States.
More information his contributions can be found
at http://www.psandman.com
2.15 edb Contamination
In 1984, a number of federal agencies worked to address the risk of
contaminating groundwater and food throughout most ofAmerica. A chemical
commonly used for pesticides and in leaded gasoline was found to be harmful;
long-term exposure could cause damage to sperm and the chronic exposures
was found to cause severe internal damage to animals. Before a public
announcement, the actions of state governments released the concern to the
media. Intense social concern grew throughout the country. The Environmental
Protection Agencywanted to address the quantity of deaths thatwere expected
from contamination and their measures to reduce the harm. Unfortunately, they Peter sandman is a notable researcher, speaker, and
were ignoring the concerns of the public thatwanted to knowwhich foods to
avoid. Peter Sandman labels these two kinds ofmessages as macro- and micro-
risks. He also states that "the connections between macro-risk and micro-risk
are difficult to
explain."
The author found this difficulty to be created by the
broad use of the two concepts. The different possible messages can be divided
into two of the three categories:
Quantity of deaths: magnitude
Government action: control
Individual action: control
Of the categories above, messages ofmagnitude always address a broader scope,
so labeling this part as macro is unnecessary. The author found that
micro-
and macro- differentiate two very important kinds of control.Macro-control
addresses what is being done about the overall risk, while the micro introduces
ways for the individual to respond to a risk. A combination ofboth micro- and
macro-control information can create a more complete message about risk.
Branden B. Johnson andVincent T. Covello.
The Social and Cultural Construction ofRisk:
Essays on Risk Selection and Perception.
(NewYork: D. Reidel Publishing, 1987).
Macro-Control are methods of prevention or
protection that reduce harm on a large scale.
Micro-Control are methods ofprotection
that reduce harm on an individual scale.
2.15 Love Canal
In 1978, citizens ofNiagara Falls, NY were informed of a hazard that threatened
their neighborhood and created years of controversy. The community's
location was directly next to a chemical landfill, called Love Canal, that had
contaminated some of the neighborhood with chemicals. Evacuation and
relocation efforts at Love Canal show how uncertainty, inconsistency and
political pressure can affect reactions to risk communication. Three separate
evacuations had to be issued over time, after a
"leaching"
of chemicals.
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The uncertainty surrounding the significance and magnitude of the
chemicals led to wide speculation. Love Canal's public health alarm was the first
public message. The second was the state's official emergency declaration, which
stated probable risk to only a small portion of the community. This magnitude
was very different than the suggestion the alarm had made when itwarned the
whole city. However, a partial evacuation based on the declaration was granted
for infants and pregnant women. This outraged the community and increased
attention from the press.
The original relocation of six homes was followed by 239 homes in two
weeks, and finally 550 more homes two years later. These two evacuations
were responses to political pressure, which were partly caused by perceptions
of inadequate action from the previous evacuation. The size of the second
evacuation was based on a physical boundary - all houses two rows back
from the canal. Locations previously not considered to be affected began to be
associated with the risk. The new boundary that was formed was not based on
evidence of the hazard, but was plausible. The actual geographic scope that was
effected at Love Canal will probably never be known. The government had no
precise information about the magnitude, so the community and the media
speculated from what was released. Part of this information was the scope
of the evacuation, which appeared to be received as a message of magnitude.
From this speculation came increased political pressure and attention from the
media. Years of this pressure lead to the third evacuation, which stood apart
from the first two because it was voluntary. Instead of creating another solid
boundary for a complete evacuation, the government made relocation optional
for the community. This action reflects their acknowledgement of a stigmatized
community more than a specific magnitude threatened by a health risk.
The controversial incident of Love Canal shows the reality of uncertainty
and the perceptions that can build from incomplete and inconsistent messages.
Arbitrarymagnitudes created speculation, and associations developed.
By focusing on the known categories of the risk, the organization and the
community can try to jointly determine solutions, such as a voluntary range
for evacuation.
Branden B. Johnson andVincent T. Covello.
The Social and Cultural Construction ofRisk:
Essays on Risk Selection and Perception.
(NewYork: D. Reidel Publishing, 1987,) 55 - 58.





Jorge FraSCara's USer-Centered design philosophy proposes graphic design tO be
Jorge Frascara is a Professor ofArt and Design
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an interaiscipline that affects people s knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. 1 he
primary goal should be to aid specified people with needs, and therefore should
be the rationale behind all decisions. The context of the pragmatic problem
should exclusively lead the designer in his or her problem-solving.
Frascara states that all design problems should have awell-defined
audience that is manageably sized. Solutions that target broad audiences fail to
affect the attitudes and behavior of people. The audience must also be reachable
and sustainable, therefore justifying the allocation of human and economic
resources to solving the problem. Lastly, Frascara challenges the designer to
make sure the audience is measurable and reactive.
Frascara explains the common practice of segmentation by geographic,
demographic, and socioeconomic criteria. He then adds two other
criteria: psychocultural and mutual effect. Psychocultural is described as
a less "quantitative or objective
dimension"
that includes tempermental
characteristics and social values. This is expanded to personality types such
as leaders, followers, and adventures; shared notions of economy, efficiency,
and safety; and shared goals and expectations. Frascara states that to affect the
attitudes and behavior of people, an audience's personal preferences, cognitive
abilities, and value systems should be considered. Frascara also explains that
an audience segment can be created by the problem. An example of this is
the spread of aids, which at least creates two segments; one that has been
diagnosed, and the another that is highly susceptible to it. The author refers to
this criteria as mutual effect.
Within the focus on user-centered design, Frascara differentiates between
the challenges of informing and persuading the audience. The latter has to be
both understood and acted upon, which is much more challenging than the
former. He uses examples ofwarning signs that intend
to reflect authority to
gain response.
3.21 Social Science Background
Frascara challenges designers to expand their education to the study of social
sciences. He describes this as the next step for design and
parallels it to the
melding of art and
production education at the Bauhaus in the 1920s.
While the industrial revolution prompted the need for an education in
production, today's society calls for a
combination of the Bauhaus model and a
social science background. This educational
background will direct designers in
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solving problems in arising areas of need. Frascara states that designers should
extend this background to collaborating with other disciplines, developing
new tools, initiating projects, generating new information, and sharing this
information. Regardless of the designer's method, it is clear that strong input
from these areas is recommended to address social problems.
Frascara believes that graphic design is often limited in its social
contributions because of limited outside understanding of the profession and
the field's traditionally reactive ways. Graphic design is often connected either
with the fine arts or the promotion of consumer goods, limiting the role that
it can provide for society. Solutions are often measured by immediate benefits
that are obvious, such as the physical appearance it presents, instead of the value
returned.
Frascara's philosophy also recognizes the reality of incomplete parts in
every design problem and the multiple variables within the process. He stresses
focus on reliable and explicit information relevant to the problem and building
trustwith the client. The designer can gain trust from the client by appropriately
analyzing the problem and articulating the reasons for recommended action.
Jorge Frascara. User-centered Graphic Design:
Mass Communication and Social Change.
(London: Taylor & Francis, 1997).
3.2 Risk Communication Findings
Findings from the National Research Council, psychologists, and sociologists
led to a number of considerations. These have been determined necessary for
background for one designing risk messages.
3.21 Ignorance
A barrier in risk messages that can often be reduced is ignorance. The receiver
may not understand the premise of the message. Designers should discern
the knowledge base of the audience. The designer can refer to any existing
demographics, attend relevant neighborhood meetings, and initiate his or her
own surveys and interviews for the community. Ignorance can exist about any
category of the risk, or even the risk itself.
Ignorance about one category can
undermine understanding in a message about a separate category.
For example,
if the receiver is unaware of the potential harm of a chemical disaster, he or she
will likely respond undesirably to a message about controlling a chemical leak.
He or she may ignore the message completely
or overact to a chemical they
know nothing about.
3.22 Uncertainty
Some information on certain risks is completely unknown to science;
this barrier is referred to as uncertainty and is common throughout all forms
of risk communication.When a specific kind of disaster has never occurred,
there are a number of unknown factors that make the risk difficult to assess.
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The potential harm ofmany chemicals is currently unknown to science
and a repeat of the Love Canal incident is definitely possible. Human-caused
disasters can be largely affected by uncertainty. The messages and public
response at Love Canal show how uncertainty can lead to increased perceptions
of risk. The media's response to the Three Mile Island incident shows how Daniel Kahneman andAmos Tversky.
,.rfo^h,^ +U~ _ J r 1 ^' Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases.
uncertainty can cause the spread of speculation. .,, __,,-_ ^L r (NewYork: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 4-14.
3.23 Associations & Conceivability
Daniel Kahnemans andAmos Tversky stated that two means of judgment often
create biases in the existence of uncertainty. These introduce associations and
conceivability as barriers to risk messages. Representativeness is the method
of determining probability through associative relationships.An example of
excessive representative heuristics is determining the probability of a chemical
disaster on the hazard's potential level of harm without considering the control
mechanisms. The second method of determining probability is availability,
which is the ease ofvisually recalling or constructing something in the mind.
This was found as a common means of judgement that was prone to biases.
Availability is affected by imagery from personal experiences, memories, dreams
and imagination. Tversky and Kahneman stated that even people's imagination
"play an important role in the evaluation of probabilities of real-life
situation"
and do not always reflect reality. The easier someone can imagine something
occurring, the more probable theywill perceive it. These two biases were
found to overwhelm other possible considerations including measuring the
predictability, the affect of the sample size, and the validity of information.
Recognizing these biases can help designers overcome potential barriers and
prevent the perpetuation ofmisconceptions.
Generally, risk assessments are largely based on the existence of a hazard.
However, people also consider associative benefits in judging the amount
of risk. This is an inverse relationship, where the perception of a benefit rising
lowers the perceived risk and vice-versa.Alhakami and Slovic found that this
relationship was caused by an "affect
heuristic,"
meaning that one's immediate
visual associations to the risk will affect the way they judge it. They state that
both good and bad visualizations are created in the same place, resulting in the
inverse relationship.
Perspectives on risk that are based on emotion tend to be viewed by
scientists as unimportant because they create an incomplete view.
Antonio Damasio studied two common methods of judging risks: the process
ofvisualizing associations and an
emotional process. He found that they are
both connected to rational thought. This connection to reason-based analysis
effect the judgements of all individuals, despite their knowledge base.
Therefore, both the public and the expert risk assessor are influenced by
emotions and associations.
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky.
Judgment under uncertainty: heuristics and biases.
(NewYork: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 4-14.
Heuristics is a problem-solvingmethod where the
most appropriate information is chosen from a variety
ofoptions and used for drawing a conclusion. Used in
this context to determine the severity of a risk.
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky.
Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases.
(NewYork: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 13.
Hazards are a potential source of danger
to people and their environment.
Paul Slovic. 77ie Perception ofRisk (Sterling,VA:
Earthscan Publications Ltd, 2000), 403-408.
Antonio Damasio was credited with these
contributions by Paul Slovic: TJie Perception ofRisk
(Sterling, VA: Earthscan Publications, 2000), xxxn.
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3.24 Risk Perception
Paul Slovic's psychological theory of risk perception introduces important
considerations for designers. He states that risk is a subjective, mental construct,
often based on personal values. This perspective can reveal the root ofmany
risk communication problems and lead to approaches that can help solve them.
Messages are completely ineffective when the sender and receivers subjective
values are misaligned. Disagreements often occur between the experts and the
public on the most important parts of a risk. Experts tend to focus more on
assessing the statistical chance of the disaster occurring,while the public is more
concerned with potential harm to their familymembers and future generations.
3.25 Stigmatism
Slovic also introduces the correlation between risk perception and stigmatism.
Stigma is generally something flawed or undesirable. Slovic considers people,
products, technologies and environments all susceptible to stigmatism. Six
dimensions of stigma determined by Jones et al are:
conceivability (significance and control)
course over time or to outcome
disruptiveness (hindrance of interaction)
aesthetic qualities
origin (including purpose of creation)
peril (danger posed)
Paul Slovic is the President ofDecision Research
and a Professor of Psychology at the University
ofOregon.
In light of risk perception, Slovic selected
nine pairs of bi-polar characteristics (shown below)





Not knowi to exposed
Delayed





Slovic categorizes the current stigma of chemical and nuclear waste deposit sites
using these dimensions. Describing them as often visible and perceived as being
disruptive, ugly, and dangerous; Slovic addresses four of the six dimensions. The
other two dimensions, origin and course, could be argued as well, as the creation
of these hazards for weapons and their devastating effects are well known. In
surveys, Slovic found that the word
"chemical"
is so stigmatized that it provoked
negative word associations and rarely drew any beneficial correlation.
Slovic states that stigma is socially amplified by the media. He cites
Mitchell's findings ofmore than 125,000 print stories about the seven deaths
from Tylenol as an example. The study estimated that Johnson & Johnson
Company lost one billion dollars from the stigma of the product. Three Mile
Island, Union Carbide, and Chernobyl are some of Slovic's other examples;
which "illustrate a new form of social vulnerability. . . we live in aworld
in which information, acting in concert with the vagaries of human perception
and cognition, has reduced our susceptibility to accidents and diseases
at the cost of increasing our vulnerability to massive social and economic
catastrophes."
He then questions if this is inevitable and how it can be reduced
without losing the advantages of the information.
Stigmatism is a social condition where a hazard has
severely hinder interaction or communication, limit
progress, is visually or emotionally upsetting, and
becomes a dangerwithin itself.
ThreeMile Island, Union Carbide, and Chernobyl
are described in section 2.1, page 7.
Paul Slovic. 77ie Perception ofRisk (Sterling,VA:
Earthscan Publications Ltd, 2000), xxviii.
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Synthesis
For complete comparitive matrixwith different
examples analyzed see section 13.10, page 61.
For full-sized comparitive matrix that analyzes the
fema website see section 13.11, page 63.
4.1 ComparativeMatrices
A comparative matrix was used to analyze the different categories of messages
about human-caused disasters. The different considerations, goals, and sources
were determined for each category. Examples of riskmessages were also placed
in relation to the different categories. These showed the different needs of the
messages: to reduce stigmatism, solve problems jointly, provide protective
action, and warn. These examples also helped reveal new considerations and
goals to the author. One example was a poster that promoted the benefit of the
chemical plant for Bhopal,while ignoring the potential risk for an accident. This
could have been an opportunity to inform the local community about the risks
of such a chemical plant. A complete example was a fema (Federal Emergency
ManagementAgency) website that informed children of the harm of disasters
and how to act if one were to occur. Many examples appear to exist for the need
of reducing stigmatism. Some were intended to relieve post-traumatic stress
such as post September nth ceremonies. Others were based on growing anxiety
before any potential disaster, such as theDuck and Cover video. This revealed
the need for pre- and post-disaster messages and the difference between them.
An adaptation of this matrix is used in the guidebook to help establish a
background in analyzing the complexity of this kind of risk communication.
The comparative matrix can be used to analyze any riskmessage and determine
special goals and considerations. The risk messages in the fema web site for
children is showwas analyzed with the matrix.
For a description Frascara's user-centered philosophy
see section 3.11, page 12.
4.2 Developing a Risk Communication Background
Based on Frascara's user-centered philosophy, the graphic designerwho
wishes to design effective risk messages should have a background in risk
communication. This dynamic is so complex that the designer will likely never
be an expert in all areas. However, a holistic approach to risk communication
thatwill give the designer a background will promote an informed process
and responsible design decisions. The typical graphic designer is accustomed
to having a variety of backgrounds that help him or her collaborate with
other experts. Many graphic designers are not experts in photography, but
understand important considerations of special lighting techniques. The
designer's background in this area is sufficient for them to collaborate with
a photographer to collectively achieve the necessary
communication goals.
Similarly, the designer does not have to be a risk assessor or psychologist to
effectively design messages. The
designer should be able to ask pertinent
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questions thatwill affect design decisions. Only through this collaboration
can the context be chosen and shaped to affect people's knowledge, attitudes,
and behaviors.
The designer should be aware of the different aspects of risk message-
making in order to develop a risk communication background. These were
determined by the author to be different categories of risk, the barriers he or she
will approach, common goals of the message, the needs for the problem, and the
different sources of risk messages.
4.21 Three Categories
Three categories were found to exist in risk messages about human-caused
disasters: magnitude, significance, and control. A variation of these categories
was originally stated in an interview ofVincent Covello, and each was found by
the author to be emphasized in different risk messages.
A similar set of categories was recorded by Covello and Slovic as
significance, levels, and control. Messages about significance are descriptions
of the harm and benefit relative to the risk, and the balance between them. The
category of levels was determined to be a subcategory ofmagnitude alongwith
quantity and geographic scope of a risk's effect. Messages about magnitude
are measurements or predictions that are often assessed by experts. Control
messages are explanations of methods that reduce the amount of risk.As the
epa case showed, they can be focused on macro or micro scale.
These categories are introduced in section 2.11, page 3.
4.22 Complete &Directed Towards theAudience
Designers should have the integrity to include all known information and
emphasize the categories which fit the need of the communication problem.
By interviewing or surveying the audience about their understanding of
the significance, magnitude, and control of the given risk; the designer can
determine important topics that are unknown or misdirected. Comparing
findings with the knowledge of the risk assessors should help determine
content and guide the rest of the design process. As Damasio found, emotion
and associations affect the thought processes of all people despite their level of
knowledge. Both experts and the general public have perceptions of risk that are
based on these processes and therefore are subjective. This creates an additional
role for the designer to clarify the variety of subjective
values. As a designer can
inform a corporate client of the ignored need of the consumer, he or she can
do the same by revealing gaps; these stem from the target audience's different
perceptions of risk. The source, experts, and segments within the audience can
all have different perspectives on the risk. For example, the experts tend to focus
on the magnitude and macro control of a given risk, while the audience tends to
be more concerned with the significance and micro control. If the audience's
The effect of emotion and associations are described
in section 2.23, page 14.
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concerns are being met they are more likely to notice new considerations
that affect risk perception. An assessment of a risk is useless if it ignores the
receiver's concern.
The target audience's various subjective values should directly impact the
decisions in the design process. The selection of content should be based on
these values, and its treatment should be sensitive to it as well. Designers can
then use their knowledge of organizational and visual skills. Theywill now be
able to design a message that is not only comprehendible, but also effective at
changing knowledge, beliefs, and actions for the better.
The subjectivity in risk presents one other challenge for the designer. The
designer must not only research the values of the sender and receiver, but also
recognize his or her assumptions and values relevant to the risk. Establishing
this awareness is the first step in designing risk messages responsibly. The
designer can then properly research the values of other stakeholders in the
message and focus on remaining as neutral as possible.
4.23 Barriers & Goals
Eight barriers were found to exist in human-caused disaster messages and
nine goals were identified for designing these kinds ofmessages. Uncertainty,
ignorance, mistrust, inconsistency, politics, potential litigation, associations,
and conceivability are barriers that a designer must handle. Goals thatwere
commonly found within risk messages are integrity, persuasion, neutrality,
directness, simplicity, non-technical, comprehendible, memorable, and
complete. Combinations of these barriers and goals exist for different messages
about human-caused disasters.
Research revealed enormous amounts of uncertainty that commonly exists
about human-caused disasters. Designers should recognize a strong correlation
between uncertainty and completeness. If information is unknown, the designer
has the responsibility to represent the uncertainty in a clear and non-technical
manner. Being as complete as possible can help reduce unrealistic speculation
about a risk. Completeness can be assured by evaluating an existingmessage













In the planning of the thesis the
author was driven by connections between risk
communication and information design. Risk communication was primarily
considered an objective method of providing the audience with unpersuasive,
more informative facts about the risk. It became clear that risk messages are
unavoidably subjective and can
also include a persuasive element at times.
Researching risk perception and analyzing
different examples of risk messages
in a comparative matrix led to a broader understanding of risk communication.
Matrix findings are in section 4.1, page 16.
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Persuasion is not always a need in risk messages. It is intended to induce
protective action or sometimes to jointly solve problems. In the post-disaster
stage, people are directed to safety, as well as physical, psychological, ormaterial
aid. In the pre-disaster stage, individuals are encouraged to prepare for the worst
or to put pressure on others to accept or reduce the risk. This is one case where
awareness of the designer's own personal values is important. Designers need to
be attuned about ethical decisions in persuading others about risk.
4.25 Different Sources ofRisk Messages
In controversial risks, such as human-caused disasters, there are typically a
variety of sources that address the same audience. The flow of risk messages is
an important part of the communication problem context. The designer should
research the flow of existing risk messages to determine their knowledge base
and potential barriers created by other sources. This can lead to more complete
messages that address ignorance, inconsistencies, and associations.
One possible cycle that represents a network
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5 Ideation
5.1 BasicDirections
The author explored application possibilities within two conceptual directions:
a solution to an existing risk communication problem, and an instructional
tool for designers faced with a risk. This lead to the implementation of a two-
part application: a redesign of the RiskManagement Planning pamphlet and a
guidebook that references the pamphlet.Mind-mapping, forced juxtaposition,
and visualizing thoughts were the ideation methods used. Evaluation of
precedents also contributed to the development of ideas.
Descriptions about the thesis exhibit can be viewed in
section 8.1, page 32.
5.2 ExistingRisk Communication Problems
5.21 Wayfinding
Ideation that occurred before the main thesis development focused on solving
existing problems ofwayfinding for disaster victims. The first application
ideas were focused on helping these victims find disaster response services and
improve communication between emergency response units. Research on risk
communication led to a new set of needs, based on planning for and informing
others of the risk of human-caused disasters. The author explored the need
of informing communities about local risk management. More details about
the potential for improved wayfinding for disaster victims can be found in the
planning booklet
- see page 46.
5.22 Worst-Case Scenarios
A second possibilitywas to redesign visuals that showworst-case scenarios,
which are predictions of the most harmful disasters possible at industrial
plants carrying specific chemicals. The Environmental Protection Agency (epa)
required chemical companies to provide these scenarios through
computer-
generated models.Much of this information has been withheld from the public
since September 1 1th, because of concerns of aiding terrorists with places
to cause disasters.
The chemicals and their thresholds are determined
by federal law. For more detail see section 2.12, page t
5.23 Private Risk Publications
A third idea was to redesign private publications that explain riskmanagement
planning for specific chemical plants.
This possibilitywas considered after
evaluating the RiskManagement Planning pamphlet by the
Eastman Kodak
Company. Some of the other existing risk communication projects
were
considered as possible redesigns, such as the Be Informed section of Ready.gov.
The author selected the RiskManagementPlanningpamphlet by Kodak
(1996) for development and prepared for ideation by auditing designs
For more background see section 2.15, page 6
For the RiskManagementPlanning pamphlet
see section 13.20, page 79.
For the Be Informed section ofReady.gov
see section 13.9, page 60.
For the implementation of the Risk Management
Planning pamphlet into the guidebook
see section 7.1, page 30.
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with a similar purpose. The author began by exploring variations of the
pamphlet's cover, insert, and part of the inside content. Existing strengths were
expanded upon and weaknesses were addressed. The redesigned parts were
combined into a new pamphlet thatwas a focus for intermediate evaluation.
Some of the revisions were applied to the final guidebook.
An exploration of the cover examined the potential use of two elements
in the original pamphlet: grid lines and photographs. The grid lines, which
overlapped a photograph of the industrial park were determined to be a
strong way to show control. The author made the device more dominant by
increasing its overall proportion and extending its structure thoughout the
whole page. This created square units of the chosen imagery, which were of
the industrial park, faces of people, a body ofwater, and the sky. These were
arranged in various compositions, from stacked blocks to sporadic patterns.
New image possibilities were generated from a mind-map based on the benefits
ofmanufacturing film. Pictures of smiling faces were determined to represent
the specific benefit provided by Kodak Park. Some variations allowed the
photographs of people to extend beyond the grid line. The resulting rectangular
shape was made proportionate to a standard four-by-six photograph size.
The relative placement of the portraits to the image of the industrial park
communicated different messages.When some of the faces were placed next to
the industrial park, the staff of the park began to be emphasized. Individuals
who were too young to be workers were also placed nearby the plant. They
suggested a much different message about a level of susceptibility. These
juxtapositions were explored furtherwith the intention of recognizing the risk
to people, while suggesting the goal of protecting the community. An irregular
arrangement of imagerywas selected as the strongest representation of the
uncertainty and complexity of this risk management planning.
The second portion of the pamphlet explored was one of the inserts,
which introduced a case scenario to the audience. The original consisted of
two sides: one with a map showing the geographic scope of a risk scenario and
the other with text about the chemical thatwas rooted in the cause. Objects,
color, and scale were examined in this exploration.Most of the adjustments to
the map were made to the form of the objects in
the map. Subtle alterations
in shape and weight revealed information that ranged from relevant to
distracting. Roads, properties, and buildings were treated with different levels
of emphasis and complexity.Variations led to the introduction of two different
kinds of neighborhood properties: residential and commercial. This additional
information could help the audience orient themselves on the map and see who
would be impacted most by the scenario. Color-coding helped differentiate
these properties, as well as prioritize the different objects in the map. In the
variation selected for implementation, the buildings within the properties were
Strengths Weaknesses
Grid lines Extention ofgrid lines
Mapped scenarios Mapped surroundings
Abstract images Specific benefit images
Direct writing Redunant writing
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indicated with a darker and more saturated hue. For example, a green square
representing a house stood out from the surrounding faded green,which
represents the property. This subtle layering allowed additional information to
be conveyed about the significance of the scenario and quantity that it affected.
Selective color-coding allowed a layering of information,without distracting the
viewer from the scope of the scenario.
The scale of the map was adjusted to see how it affected the appearance
of the disaster's size. Different scales changed the perceived size, as well as
the amount of surrounding information that was revealed.When the scale
was increased, neighbors nearby the scenario were no longer visible.When scale
was decreased, more neighbors were shown, but the property directly impacted
became more condensed, which reduced clarity at some sizes. Consistent
scaling ofmultiple maps became another consideration. The Risk Management
Planning pamphlet that was redesigned consisted of two pairs of scenarios,
each requiring a separate map. These used very different scales to show
important surroundings of the scenario. Different scale meters in the navigation
and grids in each map indicate the differences.When multiple scenarios
are to be displayed on separate maps, itwould be important to use indicators
and staywithin one to three different scales to avoid any confusing or
misleading interpretations.
The writing that described elements within the maps was also refined.
In the original pamphlet this information was on a page separate from the map,
and embeddedwithin a list of questions and answers. Rearrangements of this
section allowed for the explanations of the scenarios to be adjacent to the map.
The listwas also divided under four main topics: inform, prevent, predict,
and prepare. The topics were found while auditing a separate pamphlet.
This sorting was intended to increase comprehension and reflect the goals
of the information. It also established a system for multiple scenarios to follow.
The final redesign describes scenarios for two chemicals, and the same questions
are answered for both. This allows the reader to find all the potential hazards
from these emergencies with relative ease. All of these facts were placed on the
same spread as the map. The placement of this section in the two pamphlets
also impacts the overall function of the pamphlet.
The inside of the pamphlet was the third focus of exploration. This section
explained risk management and the general control methods. The author
reduced technical information and added visual explanations to increase
comprehension. Much of the technical information was not about the risk, but
the legal requirements for risk management. The writingwas revised to focus
on actions that protect the public, while mentioning the requirements. The
following page shows two different introductions of risk management from the









Variations of scale altered how much information was
shown in the maps as well as the perceived appearance
of the geographic scope.
A pamphlet informing chemical companies about
the need for RiskManagement Programs described
the purpose ofRisk Management Plans: "protect
plant personnel, the public, and the environment;
prevent accidental chemical releases from occurring;
predict the areas that would be impacted by a
worse-case accident release; prepare plans for
handling accidental releases; and provide chemical
hazard information (inform), potential off site
on sequences, and accidental releases prevention to
the public". Protect was determined to be a part
of prevent and prepare. For the full pamphlet
see appendix 13.9, page 78.
For feedback about the physical function of the
redesigned pamphlet see section 6.2, page 68.
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Original:
"In 1996, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (epa) adopted the Risk
Management Plan (rpm) regulation, establishing guidelines for identifying,
reporting and communicating potential accidental releases of significant
quantities of 140 specific hazardous materials. It requires that facilities
handling these materials submit their RiskManagement Plans to the
epa."
Redesign:
"Risk management planning aims to reduce any chance of harm in the case
of an emergency. By informing, preventing, predicting, and preparing,
Kodak Park can reduce risk to its neighbors in the event of such an
emergency. Emergency case-scenarios, response plans, and accident
prevention programs are provided to the government. These actions meet
regulations established by the Environmental Protection Agency. A portion
of the planning information is included within this brochure to inform
Kodak Park
neighbors."
The imagery used in the original interior pages were pieces of the cover that
were placed at the top of each page.While this tied these pages to the cover,
there was an opportunity to make the visuals specific to the content. By making
the imagerymore specific, it has the potential to introduce the subject and be
more informative to the reader. Auditing from other pamphlets revealed the
possibilities of using images of safetyworkers and equipment. Based on these
decisions, photographs of safety experts and the plant's fire department were
examined. These objects were seen as main focuses in the writing of the existing
brochure. Photographs of the new fire truck were found and manipulated in
different ways. Crops of the photo were placed within a grid similar to the one
used for the cover. Recognizable parts of the vehicle were repeated, juxtaposed,
and pointed in multiple directions. This created a highly appropriate sense
of urgency and action while displaying specific response equipment. See the
guidebook for additional information on design decisions that affect the
redesigned parts of the RiskManagement Planning pamphlet.
5.3 Instructional Device
The author explored ways to explain the integration of graphic design with risk
communication. It became clear after completing the thesis research that this
second direction for the application would be more appropriate. These potential
applications was aided by an exhibit design and different approaches to sorting
the content. Two possible forms of applications were a distance-learning lesson
plan and a guidebook for designers. They were both intended to instruct
designers on how to integrate graphic design with risk communication.
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5.31 Exhibit Ideation
The process of exploring application possibilities was aided by the ideation for
a thesis exhibit, which helped make the thesis findings public. The progress
made in designing the exhibit naturally flowed into the development of the
application. One of the goals for the exhibit was to explain the integration
of graphic design and risk communication.A summary of the findings from
research and synthesis were organized in several ways.Variations were sketched
for the following components: formats of the exhibit panels, the introduction
of specific needs and barriers, and visual representations of the three categories
(significance, magnitude, and control).
Various arrangements of the four panels aimed to visually integrate
the overall need in the thesis with the current findings. The horizontal panel
introduces the thesis topic and the needs associated with it. The vertical panels
divide the categories, and define the needs and barriers that intertwine within
them. For example, the goal of persuasion applies only to the category of
control, while other goals apply to all three categories.
Various forms of notation were explored to showwhere needs and
barriers existed within the categories. Horizontal gray and yellow bars were
selected because they introduced the idea of a hazard from a distance. They
do this by subtlety referencing the caution marking that exist in our everyday
surroundings, such as railroad crossings and maximum headroom signs.
The author also explored additional visualizations thatwere intended
to provide more specific information from a distance. These were based on
the three categories of risk. Sketches ranging from literal imagery to symbolic
representations led to an exploration of typographic possibilities. These aimed
to communicate each category with different arrangements of the four letters
in the word "risk". For significance the concepts of harm, benefit, and their
relationship were explored. The selected arrangement used all capital letters
that represented harm and lower-case letters representing benefit. They are then
scattered to show a wavering balance. For magnitude, exploration intended to
capture the more quantitative aspects of risk. The selected collage has
"Risk"
spanning the panel with concentric circles expanding from the bowl (circular
counter within a letterform) of the
"R"
to reflect geographic scope. Multiples
of the
"i"
are used to reference isotype,which is a system of graphic symbols
used to reflect specific quantities in information design. For control, the type
was arranged to show a human influence of risk. The forms selected for the final
exhibitwere symmetrical and placed emphasis on a center space surrounded by
diagonal letters. This created a planned appearance that is structured, yet active.
The selections of content organization, the yellow and gray bands, and the













Sketches of typographic collages in section 13.14, page 67.
Application to panels in section 13.15, page 71-73.
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5.32 Lesson Plan
A lesson plan on the thesis topic was prepared around the exhibit development.
This process aided the author in dividing the content into sections to introduce
the audience to the thesis topic. The lesson plan was different from the exhibit
in that it was a potential application for a specific audience instead of a means
of dissemination to a broad audience. The content was divided into specific
research findings and compared to existing information that a graphic designer
would have acquired from prerequisite courses. The lesson plan was intended
to fit within a broader design curriculum and be provided for college students
at a senior level. The author developed a diagram often lessons and their
content; which is intended to explain this new topic and instruct students
on designing risk messages about human-caused disasters. This specific outline
is intended for a distant learning course. This ideawas based on the various
kinds of research sources available on theWorldWide Web. Organizing these
lessons in conjunction with the exhibit panels contributed to the development
of the final application. It also revealed a value of providing instructional
information on theWeb, as resourceful sources can be electronically linked
from aWeb-based application.
See sketch ofdiagram for lesson plan
in section 13.16, page 75.
5.33 Guidebook
The idea of a guidebook was considered early in the process, but its
appropriateness and value was revealed after completing the research and a
majority of the ideation. It was ultimately selected as the main part of the final
application, because it could reach a larger audience and provided a better
means for reference.
Before exploring variations for the booklet the instructional and exhibition
contentwere outlined into possible sections. The final outline was arranged
into the following: preface; design considerations; significance, magnitude, and
control; needs; goals and barriers; process; summary; examples; and glossary.
Different formats of the guidebook were then explored. In these sketches, the
opportunity arose to make visual connections between concepts. Different ways
of creating an interactive experience were explored. The matrix and the visuals
developed for the exhibit were extended into ideas for the guidebook.
The comparative matrix was sketched into the guide as a devise to show
the designer the complexity of these kinds of communication. The idea was to
analyze an example to show the variety and depth of messages. This developed
into a group of examples that introduced the project, divided its content, and
evaluated it based on the comparative matrix. This section of the guidebookwas
found to be the most complicated part of the guidebook.Much of the following






Complete sketches for guide
in section 13.23, pages 96-97.
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The yellow and gray bars from the exhibit were added as introductions
and reference markers. The location and orientation of the bars were explored
in relation to the other information. A diagonal orientation was chosen because
it provided the strongest concept while maintaining readability for the singular
terms. The author first chose multiple bindings to create reference tools that
could be used throughout the guidebook. This solution was eventually found to
be unnecessarily complicated.
The author selected a simpler method that used the reference tools in the
chapter of applied examples. The typographic arrangements were introduced in
sketches for the chapters on significance, magnitude, and control. The location
and color treatment of each was sketched to establish an important visual
system throughout the guidebook. The location of each category on the page
aligns with its placement in the matrix. Exploration of location included both
vertical and horizontal intervals in the margins of the page, as well as a flap to
extend the top of the book. The color used for each categorywas later used to
highlight corresponding content within these same examples. Exploration of
color treatment included use of transparent sheets, overlapping color bocks
and selective coloration of forms. Cool colors, such as green, blue, and purple
were used, because theywere on the opposite spectrum of the yellow already
used and they did not compete with each other on the page. The applied system
selected from these variations can be viewed in the final application, which is
included with this document.
Z*~
For early sketches for guidebook see
section 13.23,
page 97. For spreads of the multi-bound guidebook








For the complete sketches of color-coding ideas
for the guidebook see section 13.24, page 98.
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Intermediate Evaluation
6.1 Internal Evaluation
The explorations of the different sections of the Risk Management Planning
pamphlet were brought to thesis committee advisors for feedback. The
typographic treatment generally increased readability and allowed the
information to be more accessible. The strongest improvement was in the
formatting of the facts that accompanied the map. It was recommended to
make the capitalized title on the cover consistentwith the more appropriate,
interior titles; these used bold upper and lowercase. The additions and
simplifications made in the map were noted as an improvement. Further
simplification was suggested for a few unnecessary details ofbuildings and
navigational tools. Inclusion of tools that measured scale were also suggested.
Feedback on the cover cited the scattered imagery as more appropriate
for the complex nature of the risk. The stacked images seemed too controlled
and were not much different from the original design. The arrangement
of the title (in italic below) and subtitle had unintentionally altered the
meaning. The two variations read:
Efforts at Kodak Park
Risk Management Planning Prevention & Planning
Risk Management Planning
Prevention & Planning Efforts at Kodak Park
This subtly separates the subtitle, introducing the pamphlet in two different
ways. The first arrangement states a vague set of actions at the industrial park
and then separately refers to the title and remaining subtitle. The second
clarifies that the actions at the park are to prevent and plan for risk.
A final evaluation from the advisors was about the physical form of the
pamphlet. At the time the author had redesigned the map and accompanying
facts on an insert similar to the original pamphlet. It was presumed that the
intention of this was to allow for the main portion of the pamphlet to be
distributed alone; this content was not reliant on the inserts and could serve a
purpose by itself. The disadvantage to this separation was the possibility that
the insert could serve out of the context of the main portion. The importance
of considering the life of the
pamphlet shortly became obvious; after
distribution, the portions could easily be separated and distributed.
The insert could fall out on the street, a hurried reader may not reassemble
them, or someone could intentionally discard the main portion. If another
person found this insert he or she would receive partial information and
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could distribute it physically or through word ofmouth.With little trouble or
intent of deception, an individual could post one side of the insert - the wall
of a nearby bus stop could display a map of a disaster prediction without any
mention of prevention or preparation. All of these possibilities can be avoided
by a simple decision to physically attach the case scenario information with the
risk management content.
6.2 External Evaluation
The selected variations of the cover, insert, and interior information of the
RiskManagement Planning pamphlet were combined and formatted in a new
physical format. The original and redesigned pamphlets were compared in a
survey. A random selection of 22 people with no previous knowledge of the
thesis were provided two pamphlets with a survey. Theywere instructed to read
one of the pamphlets as thoroughly as desired and then answer questions about
the content and its effectiveness. Theywere then immediately asked to read the
second pamphlet and answer questions that compared the two. The questions
covered their reading experience and their response to it. Responses gauged
opinions on clarity, the company's control of the situation, how alarming and
trustworthy the content is, and the strengths and weaknesses of the pamphlets.
Choices were provided for most questions; halfof these usedmeasurements on
a bipolar scale. For example, the reader was asked to rate the pamphlet between
alarming and comforting. The other half of these questions asked the reader to
select a percentage of information that was fitting. For example, the reader was
asked what percentage of the information was alarming. The bi-polar response
measured the reader's perception of the level of risk. The recorded percentage
was intended to see howmuch the reader focused on the potential harm.While
all readers received the same questions, the author mixed the order in which
the pamphlets were read. This allowed some readers to begin with the original
pamphlet and others to start with the redesign.
The author was able to observe some of the readers interactingwith the
two pamphlets. Surveyors generally took about ten seconds to scan the cover,
back, and the first inside spread. All readers observed sat down to read,
and some eventually spread the pamphlet out before them. People tended
to get to the scenario information within the first minute of interacting
with the original pamphlets. Some people read the inserts before the general
planning and prevention methods. For the redesigned pamphlet, this
information was consistently read towards the end of the process
-
three to ten minutes. One surveyor never opened the scenario spread in the
redesign.While omission of this portion is not desired, it is preferred over other
potential incomplete readings. Other omitted information may create fear and
perceptions ofvulnerability.
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Written responses in the survey supported a majority of the goals of the
redesign. Improvements in claritywere reflected the most through ratings and
general comments. The redesigned pamphlet was identified as being clearer by
a majority of surveyors. On average, the redesigned pamphlet was also rated
closer to clear on the bi-polar scale. Comments referred to the redesign as easier
to follow and more enjoyable to read. The original pamphlet received a broader
range of responses, from "clear and
straightforward"
to "nice, but vague".
On average, surveyors recorded that they read 10% more of the redesigned
pamphlet than the original one. This figure was consistent despite the order in
which the pamphlets were read. Even when the original packet was read first,
people tended to read the redesign more carefully.
Results also differed in the amount of trust people had in the information.
Average measurements on the bi-polar scale fell directly between trustworthy
and deceiving.When comparing the two pamphlets, seven readers found
the redesign to be more trustworthy; most individuals (ten) stated that
therewas no change in the level of trust between the two pamphlets. No
major difference was reflected about the alarming nature of the information.
Responses ranged across the bi-polar scale, averaging in the middle.
Most readers stated that the strongest improvement were descriptions
of the scenarios and the chemicals associated with them. The prevention
or protection methods were mostly chosen as the least effective portion
of the redesigned pamphlet. A few of the comments addressed the differences
between the physical formats. One reader stated a dislike for the inserts
and another wrote that they felt more guided by the single-sheeted pamphlet.
In contrast, a third individual preferred the inserts, because the separation
of the chemicals from the pamphlet felt more comfortable. Overall results and
comments from the survey supported the goals to be as complete as possible
and increase comprehension.
For examples of completed surveys see section 13.22,
page 88-96.
The surveyed sample did not have the same
relationship with the company as the neighbors
of the plant. This relationship will have an impact on
the level of trust.
Each of these categories was chosen four times.
None was chosen twice, scenarios once, and





Original Redesign No change







Most improved section chosen 5
Least improved section chosen 2
Prevention Preparation None Description
10 12
2 0 3 2
Measurements of improvements are from half
of the surveys, where the original pamphlet was read
before the redesigned pamphlet.
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Implementation
7. J Guidebook
The author selected two directions from the ideation stage, developed
them separately, and then integrated them in the implementation of a final
application. A guidebookwas chosen to outline principles and demonstrate
important design decisions for messages about human-caused disasters.
The goal of the bookwas to instruct the message maker and encourage
the integration of graphic design with risk communication. After describing
the principles, the guidebook reveals their relationships in specific examples.
This is the final section of the guide, and its development was the focus
of the implementation.
The author used the Risk Management Planning pamphlet as an example
and analyzed it based on fundamentals of the guidebook. The original pamphlet
is displayed and its context is described on the left-hand page. The different
spreads of the pamphlet are displayed and accompanied by explanatory
captions. Yellow and gray tabs on the margin of this page align with a list of
goals and barriers that exist in this example. The writing explains the design's
purpose, as well as its strengths andweaknesses, which are based on the findings
of the opposite page. On the right-hand page, the content of the pamphlet is
analyzed in a comparative matrix. The matrix cross-references the same three
categories and pairs of needs that were used in the synthesis stage. Key parts
of the pamphlet are addressed in the appropriate areas with a summary of the
information. Each of these pages was based on exploration for the redesign of
the Risk Management Planning pamphlet. Three elements of the pamphlet were
expanded: the map, text, and image. Each was introduced in with the original
design displayed next to visual pieces of the exploration. Important treatments
for the elements were also introduced on this page.
Treatment considerations were demonstrated with visual examples and
written descriptions. The visuals were displayed along the top of the page, and
the descriptions were arranged in the bottom section. The onlywriting that
existed on the top of the page was one to three word
labels positioned above the
visual. This consistent arrangement was found to be most successful, because
the reader could compare variations with ease. The visuals were often repeated
and then details were carefully added, exchanged, or
sorted.
Element treatment considerations
Map scale, content, color, and form
Text grouping, legibility, and formatting
Image selection and alteration
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It was a challenge to select the best visuals and present them most
effectively.Many of the visuals had to be cropped tightly to eliminate excess
elements. For example, the full map did not reveal the variations of content,
so a small portion of it was eventually found to be more effective. The author
learned that the complete set of elements in the redesign had to be simplified
to demonstrate specific points.Methods applied to the visuals were sorting
(referred to as grouping in the guidebook), forced juxtaposition, and small
multiples. The explanations introduced some of these methods for the
treatment, making connections to the guidebook's principles. Two to three
sentence paragraphs then described the visuals directly above. The resulting
demonstrations can be viewed in the Appendix 13.20 on pages 100-108.
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8 Dissemination
a Gallery Exhibit
The author exhibited an explanation of the research and synthesis for the thesis
topic. It was displayed for two weeks at the Bevier Gallery at Rochester Institute
of Technologywhere various students, instructors, and the general public
attended. The display contained four panels that covered an eight by fourteen-
foot area. The thesis topic was introduced from a distance in an intriguing way
and revealed more information as the viewer moved closer.
A horizontal panel that stretched across the exhibit was placed at eye level.
It described risk communication, graphic design, and human-caused disasters
and was intended to be the detailed information read first. Three sets ofvertical
panels ran perpendicular to the first panel; each represented one of the three
categories. They also included descriptions of the goals and the barriers from
the synthesis.
The visuals were typographic collages of the word risk and interchanging For ideation on exhibit panels see section 5.3i, page 24.
bars ofyellow and gray. One collage covered the bottom of each vertical panel
and visually described the category that was titled and defined above.
The yellow and gray bars that ran across the center of the panels were intended
to first hint at the topic. The gray bars contained a list of the goals and their
definitions, while the yellow bars listed and defined the barriers.Most bars
overlapped all three panels, while others went over just a few. This indicated the
categories where each goal and barrier existed. This was intended to be the last
layer of information for the viewer and required the most amount of attention.
It begins to reflect the complex intertwining that exists within the various
kinds of risk messages about human-caused disasters. The visuals developed
in the exhibit were carried through into the final guidebook. Feedback about
the exhibit revealed that the author's intentions for interaction were met.
Suggestions led to adjustments to spacing between letters and lines of text
to improve legibility and changing "man-made
disasters"
to "human-caused
disasters". These refinements were carried through the appropriate parts
of the remaining thesis.
.2 Presentations
The author presented the thesis at three different times during the thesis
process; each was addressed to different classes with different focuses.
All presentations were supplemented by a series of slides. The typographic
treatments within the slides were for chosen for digital projection, and a red
or orange color was selectively used because of their association with risk.
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All three presentations preceded the ideation of visual concepts and are visually
different from the exhibit and the application.
.21 Preliminary Presentation
The first presentation was given at the end of the thesis planning in a course
called Design Issues. The presentation was geared toward design's contribution
to the government. It focused on human-caused disasters in today's society and
the categories of risk messages discovered in early precedents. Bhopal and a leak
of chemicals at Kodakwere introduced as examples of the risk associatedwith
human-caused disasters. Handouts were distributedwith a summary of the
two incidents from an outside source. Sections of the writing were emphasized
with bold text. The author explained that the designer influenced the viewer's
experience; the choice of placing these two summaries next to each other and
selecting parts of the text to emphasized affects the message. This was followed
by slides of the right-to-know laws and the concern following September 11th.
The end of the presentation focused on the categories of risk messages. The
four precedents from the public service advertisements were displayed and their
focus on one of the categories was explained. One of the students voluntarily
provided positive feedback about the clarity of the visual examples and their
verbal descriptions.
For a copy of the presentation handout
see section 13.15, page 58.
In the presentations slides (13.8, page 59)
nature is included. This additional category was
deciphered to be a part of significance.
8.22 Post-research Presentation
At the end of the research phase and the start of ideation, the author presented
to first-year graduate students of the graphic design program and faculty
members. One of the goals was to explain the process for the students
who would be developing their thesis in the following year. The topic was
introduced with a background of the path that led the author to it.
A branching diagram of the research areas and the connections that existed
between them was shown. The categories and risk perception were focused on
in the presentation. The comparative matrix was shown, and the findings
from the different examples were summarized. An example of a fema web site
that described disaster response to kids was analyzed within the same matrix.
Shading in the different blocks of the matrix showed the level of completeness,
and descriptions within the boxes clarified the correlation. This technique
was later adopted in the implementation of the guidebook. The end of the
presentation introduced a possible cycle of risk communication and the
designer's potential role in this context.
The Graduate Graphic Design program at rit
is a two-year program. The students are divided
into first-year and second-year levels. The author
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Scope of research and connections are shown above.
This presentation was given before "Man-Made
Disasters"
was changed to "Human-Caused
Disasters"
For the complete slides see section 13.12, page 64-65.
8.23 Ideation for Lesson Plan Presentation
The third presentation described one of the explored ideas for the application.
The author presented a lesson plan for an education course: Instructional
PlanningforDistance Learning. The
presentation explained the objectives
The goals and exploration of the lesson plan are
explained in section 5.3, page 23.
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and prerequisites of the course. Differentmethods of engaging students were
discussed, including examples of interactive guides (fema kid's web site about
disasters) and film (Duck and Cover). Sources were listed and three were
expanded upon: a basic introduction to risk communication, Peter Sandman's
online essays, and the National Academic
Press'
copy of Improving Risk
Communication. These parts were organized into ten lessons that started with
an introduction to the topic and ended with a design project in response to the
risk of a human-caused disaster.
Peter Sandman is a notable researcher, speaker, and
consultant of risk communication in the United States.
More information his contributions can be found
at http://www.psandman.com
Design forRiskCommunication
Objectives State when and why
risk communication originated.
Define the risk in relation to communication,
messages, and perception.
Compare aspects of risk communication
and graphic design,
Identify contributions from psychology,
sociology, and philosophy.
Explain the difference between quantitative
and social perspectives of risk.
Course objectives of potential application
are displayed in the slide below. For complete slides
see section 13.16, page 74.
..3 Plans forDissemination
The author intends to further disseminate the thesis findings through trying
to publish articles and releasing a summary of the thesis and application to
relevant individuals and organizations. The author has compiled a list of
potential journals, individuals, and organizations. Some of these organizations
have recognized a need for the research of risk communication to be better
integrated into the message
makers'
background.
The thesis findings could also be disseminated in an educational
environment. This could be accomplished by passing the information to design
and communication professors. The goals, barriers, needs, and categories of
these kinds ofmessages could be incorporated into classes that include risk
management or even risk assessment. It is important for risk assessors to
recognize the importance of risk communication and how a graphic designer
can contribute to the process. Graphic design classes could introduce
upper-
level students to the topic as a potential application of their design skills. This
focus could appeal to students interested in philanthropy and new challenges
for today's society. It should be directed to those who have or could develop an
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9 RetrospectiveAnalysis
9.1 SelfEvaluation
In exploring a new, unfamiliar area the author adapted well to exploring new
ways for designers to contribute to the broad problem. A vast amount of
research was found, which was applicable and integrated well with graphic
design. The author was surprised that little areas of this research specifically
addressed visual considerations for solving these kinds of communication
problems. Throughout the thesis planning and development the author
was encouraged to focus on social issues that can be overlooked easily in
today's fast-paced society. The planning for the thesis directed the author
and introduced ideas early on that were explored more thoroughly later. The
application considered in the planning was changed from awayfinding problem
to an instructional guide. This change reflects the more holistic perspective
on the topic that was developed through the research. Methods specific to the
application were altered:
Testing the emotions of victims was adapted to a focus on risk perception.
Considering common aspects of the physical surroundings of a disaster
was adapted to considering the contexts that influenced people's
knowledge, beliefs, and response to the risk of human-caused disasters.
While the development of the thesis altered a few of the original plans, the
changes maintained the overall direction and were revealing to the author.
Original pre-conceptions were focused on the event of a human-caused disaster,
instead of the risk that such a disaster poses to society.
The author faced a number of challenges in the thesis development. A large
portion of the research was based on findings from verbal communication. The
appropriate principles of these findings were applied to visual communication
specific to the topic. The author also had to recognize the difference between
specific communication problems and the broader need for guiding the
designer who will address these problems. A more task-oriented challenge was
organizing the lengthy development while meeting intermediate deadlines.
Multiple tasks were handled well; more immediate recording of findings
throughout the process could have been advantageous to the author.
Most importantly, the thesis was continuously invigorating. It offered a
variety of considerations to maintain
interest over a long period of focus. The
outline that was provided by the author's academic program helped separate
the development into stages. Each helped the author think about the topic
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in a different way. For example, the precedents encouraged critical thinking
about a variety of examples, and dissemination challenged the author to begin
explaining findings in a comprehensive way. The most enjoyable part of the
process was applying all the gained knowledge to the design of the two-part
application. This step allowed the author to combine the new knowledge gained
from the thesis with graphic design skills.
9.2 Outside Evaluation
At the end of the development, the thesis process was discussed with Cindy
Ames,who manages risk communication between Kodak Park and their
surrounding neighbors. The redesigned pamphlet and the guidebook were
shown and described in relation to the thesis process. Ames supported the need
to be proactive and elaborated on the challenges in maintaining trust. She noted
that in her experience neighbors expect the industry to openly communicate
only about the benefits of the plant.When the
communication efforts were
proactive, information about harm was often accepted in amore positive
light than expected.When the riskwas communicated after a disaster, the
message became a large concern. Therefore, the proactive approach managed a
"potentially antagonistic This supported the need for designing
solutions prior to a human-caused disaster.
Ames emphasized the importance of recognizing perceptions of risk
and
being the first source of information on a subject,which
supported the thesis.
She also spoke of her experience with the delicate perceptions of neighbors. The
aspects of risk (barriers, goals, categories, needs) represented in the guidebook
were noted as appropriate, and the redesigned pamphlet was
recognized as
an improvement. Ames pointed out an improvement that the author had
overlooked - the distribution of information throughout the pages of the
pamphlet. The back page of the original pamphlet contained a photo ofKodak
Parkwith no text. This was discussed as a portion that a person would likely
view; the unused space missed a
simple opportunity for messages. Ames also
pointed out a negative association created in the cover of the
original pamphlet.
The fading between images created a foggy
horizon that reminded her of a
hazardous haze. She appreciated that the color red was not used
throughout the
redesigned pamphlet, because of its strong
connotations to danger. The author
agrees that this color should be avoided, unless there are
meaningful ways to use
it selectivelywithout sensationalizing
the message. Ames stated a concern that
the grid lines on the map created a tone
that was too technical. She explained
that Kodak attempts to keep their communication
with neighbors somewhat
friendly. This revealed an interesting challenge to
balance between being serious
and relatively friendly. The
author believes that in such a balance, it is better to
err on the side ofbeing serious, because of the
subject matter.
Cynthia M Ames is the Environmental Issues
Coordinator at Eastman Kodak's department
ofNeighborhood Relations.
Eastman Kodak refers to the community surrounding
their industrial park as their "neighbors".
The original pamphlet was designed in part by the
Neighborhood Relations Department.
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10 Conclusion
The thesis was successful in finding specific contributions that designers
can make in response to human-caused disasters. This progress was largely
based on the study of risk communication. There is an opportunity to extend
the research in this area and further integrate it into graphic design.
There is also the potential to address risks other than human-caused disasters.
For example, the three categories (significance, magnitude, and control)
can be used to analyze messages about very different kinds of risks, such as
obesity, smoking, or speeding.
The integrity of the person who designs these kinds ofmessages was found
to be most important. The
designers'
basic duty is to transmit the message
from the client to the audience. It is also his or her responsibility to make sure
the information is complete and accurately portrayed. In order to do this,
the designer should have an understanding of the principles that were addressed
in this thesis.
The author believes that the treatments ofmessages about the risk
of human-caused disasters can affect an important part of people's worldview.
This belief is based on problems found in the case studies and the research
on the perception of risk. There is an opportunity to test howmuch impact
the graphic designer's treatments have on risk perception. The author began
doing this in the intermediate feedback stage. A broader, more scientific test
would be another possible extension of the thesis.
The threat of human-caused disasters is imminent in our society.
Chemicals and nuclear power have become a controversial part
of our civilization, and terrorism complicates these issues even more.
Meanwhile, advances in technology, such as the world wide web, are allowing
for these messages to spread globally in very little time. The integrity
and treatment of these kinds of messages can influence responses to these risks.
Human-caused disasters are complicated issues; they are not as statistically
probable as most risks, but are one of the most severe kinds of risk. The public
should be aware of their existence, the potential impact on their lives, and the
ways that they are protected from them.
It is a demanding challenge to effectively communicate this kind
ofmessage. The context is complex and emotional. It requires integrity and a
broad set of skills for the designer, from informing to persuading. This provides
a challenging opportunity for designers to
contribute to society. The author
hopes that designers will respond responsibly to these kinds of communication
needs to help overcome new problems that threaten our society.




A cross-referencing tool that separates parts of a design solution while revealing
connections between the different parts.
Control
Explanations on methods that reduce harm on an individual scale (micro) or a
large scale through an organization's actions (macro).
Conceivability
1 The ease with which occurrences can be brought to mind.
2 The ease ofvisualizing a situation through recall or imagination.
Referred to as availability in research by Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky.
Crisis
A traumatic experience where stress is caused by harm inflicted on individuals.
Disaster
A catastrophic event created by nature or man that causes vital immediate and
long term harm to humans.
Ideation
The exploration of ideas used for solving a visual communication problem.
Information design
A segment within graphic design that focuses on solving problems
by informing the audience, as opposed to persuading them.
Juxtaposition
A method used to combine two visuals to create a new level ofmeaning
-
often used with images and can be randomly or forcefully combined.
Hazard
A potential source of danger to people and their environment.
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Heuristics
Problem-solving methods where the most appropriate information is chosen
from a variety of options and used for drawing a conclusion. Used in this
context to determine the severity of a risk.
Macro-Control
Methods of prevention or protection that reduce harm on a large scale.
Magnitude
Measurements or predictions of the quantity, level, or geographic range
of a risk's effect.
Mind-Mapping
1 A documentation of associative thought process used in ideation.
2 Awritten form of brain storming.
Risk
Adds to the hazard and its magnitude the probability that the potential harm or
undesirable consequence will be realized.
Micro-Control
Methods of protection that reduce harm on an individual scale.
RiskAssessment
Determining the significance and magnitude of a threat to public health based
on the hazard and the kinds ofmacro-control.
Risk Communication
1 The exchange of information between experts and audiences regarding risk.
2 The interactive process of the exchange of information and opinions among second definition is from:
individuals, groups, and institutions; often involves multiple messages about the
*ationalRa"r*ndl- Impvingmsk
' b v ' r o Communication (Washington, DC:
nature of risks or expressing concerns, opinions, or reactions to risk messages National Academy Press, 1989), 322.
or to legal and institutional arrangements of risk management.
3 An exchange of information among interested parties about the nature,
magnitude, significance, or control of a risk.
RiskManagement
The evaluation of alternative risk control actions, selections among them and
their implementation. Often a riskmanager oversees this process.
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RiskMessage
A written, verbal, or visual statement containing information about risk.
Risk Perception
The idea that risk is in inherently subjective.
Representativeness
Associations that dominate judgments of probability, including stereotypes
and connotations.
Significance
Descriptions of the risk that address the harm and benefit relative to it. Answers
questions about what the risk is and how it affects people.
Stigmatism
1 A severely reduced quality of life.
2 A social condition where a hazard has severely hindered interaction
or communication, has limited progress, has become visually or emotionally
upsetting, or has become a dangerwithin itself.
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The first project observed about human-caused disasters was the Visual
Guide at ready.gov. Despite the serious subject and the well-financed source,
the communication is vague and almost nonsensical at parts. The graphic
appearance reflects the safety directions found on an airplane, but the choice
of imagery and visual treatments create unclear messages. This example
demonstrates the need for skills of a graphic designer to develop meaningful
and appropriate visuals in risk communication. More could be communicated
from better choices ofvisuals and selective treatment simplicity, consistency,
and clarity. The state of this precedent requires more of a complete redesign
than minor adjustments.
13.2 War on Terrorism Poll
The following are results from a 2003 cnn/usa Gallup Poll. 1,004 adults in the
United States were asked between October 10th - 12th, "Who do you think is








13.3 Terrorism Warning Poll
The following are results from two 2003 cbs News/New York Times Poll.
747 adults in the United States were asked between February 10th
-
12th,
"Since the terrorist attacks on theWorld Trade Center and the Pentagon,
the government has issued warnings about possible attacks on Americans
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13.4 Homeland Security Perception Poll
Results from public opinion poll by USA Today about terrorism
and homeland security (limited to NewYork City Residents):
8 1% concerned about terrorist attacks
35% think their communities are prepared for terrorist attacks
13.5 Ignorance ofAssessingProbability
If a person is asked about the chances of a chemical disaster harming them,
there are different kinds of ignorance that could affect their response.
A common one may be a lack of knowledge about the kind of chemical at
a nearby plant, the potential magnitude of a potential chemical disaster, or
the types of control mechanisms already in place. It is possible that this type
of information could be provided to raise awareness on these issues. Amore
complicated form of ignorance deals with probability. Tversky and Kahneman
state that most people do not consider statistical factors. They found that in
simple queries, people base their judgements on combining limited samples
of information. Typical judgement only considers one forth of the relevant
variables in their probability. An average individual would likely base the
probability of a chemical disaster on the number of similar events that have
occurred. Theywould ignore other samples, such as the frequency of time
without a disaster occurring and other types of disasters that could occur
instead. This theory is difficult to apply to disasters, because most people would
consider the chance of a disaster in the United States fairly low.
13.6 Numbingfrom Large Quantities
David Fetherstonhaugh discovered a common mindset that can hinder action
to decrease risks, which are similar to disasters. People were numbed by risks of
large magnitudes where little could be done to reduce a majority of fatalities.
Theywere less willing to help save a small portion in a large disaster, than a
large portion of a small disaster. He concluded that they are numbed by large
quantities of deaths,when it is clear that nothing can be done to save the lives of
the many people effected.
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13.7 Thesis PlanningDocument
Thesis Planning Document Designing
for the Masters of Fine Arts Degree Visual Communication
Graduate Graphic Design Program for a Crisis
Sdiool ofDesign, Michael E. Hellinger
College of ImagingArts and Sciences FaI12003
Rochester Institute ofTechnology
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DesigningVisual Communication for a Crisis
AThesis Proposal byMichael ErnestHellinger
Problem Statement
The 2001 September 11th attacks call for various contributions to address realized
problems vital to public health. In seeking callings for the field of graphic design,
external theorieswere discovered,which can inform designers in their problem-solving
processes. A disaster victim's wayfinding will be addresses using this altered process.
Documentation ofNeed
Various kinds of aid serve numerous needs of disaster victims within emotional and
physical extremities. Each victim is provided the opportunity for appropriate aid;
finding this aid is often difficult (or the stressed victim.
There is also a need for the field of graphic design. While the discipline is directing
itself to more informative solutions, there is an opportunity to also focus on problems
that are of utmost human significance. This thesis attempts to direct the skills
of the graphic designer towards communication that is both informative and essential
to aiding humanity.
Situation Analysis
The September 11th attacks have heightened concerns of the American public and
government.Among responses are increasing preparations for the future that consist
ofvarious communication challenges. This presents an opportunity for the field of
graphic design to contribute to ameaningful cause and learn from risk communication
( tlie discipline of exchangingof information between experts and audiences regarding
potential harm or undesirable consequence to masses of people).
Goals
To meet the wayfinding needs ofdisaster victims through aligning graphic design
methods with risk communication theory. The term
"wayfinding"
is used broadly
asseeking a specific destination among options and obstacles that create a problem.
Process and Strategies
The designerwill research the disaster environment, needs of victims, and aid services.
The findingswill be mapped in varied associative relationships, including the separation
of four aspects (nature, magnitude, significance, and control).After ideation and
preliminary evaluation (based on emotional context), the proper inclusion of the above
four factorswill be determined. This will be the foundation for the implementation
of a wayfinding application.
Possible Applications
The application will be a resource to improve wayfinding that sensitively addresses
potential risks of victims. Possibilities include aid service awareness promotions,
an on-site bulletin series, signage redesign, identity redesign, and an extension
of existing aid signage.
Hellinger 3
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Medical Aoce* by Klchard Saul Wurman eipkun* the procedure* and purpose of a
multitude ot diagnostic lei is, describes common surgical procedures, and provides
Information on doctors, hospital ore, and p^cnl rights. Individualswith concerns
about -*(uia* lieallh risks tan direct themselves tu the proper control, which is
established. This is an exemplar of simplified rkk communication for tile public.
MahuilAcerB <erves a broader set of needs than the author's problem.Thn solution Is
nol wlety devoted to helping patients find their way to the correctmedical procedure.
For this re-ast.il the amount ot informationmaybe overwhelming to someone in a crisis
On a broader soil* theWorldWideWe* allows Its vast
audieno-
to ouickfy s*ek outways to control
their problems Ideally the
user learns only what theywant to through searching with
specific terms or browsing calegonei.
In the 2'W^ Californiawildfires, resident? used the \veb to stay
intormeJ about the fires as well as post first lund experience
ih rough logs and publi".hed news
A diagram of an intensive care unit helps
prepare patients by familiarizing them
Willi the equipmentUialwll surramid
them during a sorp/ry.
Tonls removal is dlscribed In the following
catejtunes Karate ol problem, surgical
preperalloil. stages ol recovery and llie
pn.c*dno- (visualized)
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| Nature | Significance | [ Magnitude | [Control
Determine which should be communicated
based on Surroundings, Injury, and Loss
Juxtapositioning j-TComparitivematrix ^Ideate
Mid-evaluation
Further research and ideation s Selection
Implimentation of Prototype
Evaluation





0r ([.method,; of evaluations In tile three stages below will address lite h-ut
t,|
, ' , r .1 1 .. ,l.!jii||ii..i'.,l, ,ii.| Ul< l!i..|;.:n J l,r,-, li!i;V ..| ... |i 1 1 :,',
h..ilir'
! Ihoe emotion* in j ImI audiencewould be ideal No such method Is currently know or
has been conceived by the designer.
Praluratary Designers involved in post September 1 ] th conlnbulioiLS and eipcrti in disaster rcl let
have been inletviewed These rapeI Is Include lai'k Herrmann Iron) llieAmerican Red
Crosa and Chlel Ralph Pnveber Irom the Rochester Fire Department.
Continue interviews with practitioners in disaster reliel and pait vktimsJwitness** of
disasters. These include stall from the Monroe County's LocalEmergency Planning
Council and awater treatment plant in Rochester.
InlantiBdial* Committee meetingswith advisoti to evaluate proce" and direction of studies.
Survey arandom sample of the general public t eighteenmd older) to determine
awarentsi of disaster relief organizaUofis and their services
Survey experIs In the fields of rut communication and disaster relief
Bi-polar scales given to general public measuring levels ot emotional response to the
leskdvisual This lest assumes that any amountof emotional response Irom a person
in norma] conditions will bemagnified greatly in an highly emotional sitnation.
A work in progress ertilbn will irttitmedlaiely disseminate my prophets to RIT and the
surroundingRocliesler area.
R*troapectin
Self- evaluation ol how the loon on Die four aspects ol risk communication alleged the
developmentot the thesis and designer's process in designing the application.
Presentation U< the hrst year graduate graphic designers at RIT.
Potential publishing of findings in the loBowing areas GraphicDesign, Risk
Communicauon,Disaster Rebel, and liie United Slates Government Ho^al and IcderaJ).
Consider Iktoj it could be Implemented Iniovariouilesv-in plans ot i.nu , ..,,-,d
dMnhnie crunmary ol findings to Instructorswho reach related aonrs
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Direct sources How tr.iinlng.tj done for a disaster
CrtoA tranmabL experience where stress u caused by harm in fluted on individual - ExecutiveDeputyCheifof Rochester FireDepartment.
ii'-ed hv the author in <pe,-iiic reference In a disaster
Interview withMichael Btorut
DwoatBT A catastrophic event created by nature orman that causes vital Immediate How designers are contributing to icconstruction ol
and long Icrm harm to ruimjnv September II th and first hand .'ipenena wtth the




Principal al Renlegram, NYC and pasL president oiAJGA,
undesirable consequence will be. realized (iiskLouncil ss?t
Interviewwin Jack Herrmann
ftkArent dcL-rmlning the significance of a treat to public health. Tile rule ol tbe disaster relief orgamiatioiLi and the
complexity of the Septeitibef llth disaster;
Rmk Comrruucabon 1 (he exchange ol information between eiprrts and audiences NewYork StateDkaster Mental Health Leader lor the
regarding nsk 2 the Interactive process of the exchange of information and opinions
American Red Cross.
among individuals, groups, and institutions, often involves multiple messages about
the nature of risks er eipressing concenu, opinion-- or reai bons lo rtdtmessages Lnndgren, Regina
or lo legal and imhlnbonal arrangrmenliof rul, management I nd-.cuniial }'Sl). Rak Comnuiicibon
3 An exchange of Information among Interested parlies about the nature, magnilnd-, i i. i ;, theories, aspects, and rule, of risk
significance, or control ol a risk.
commumealion.
TU1.68.L8U 1998
R-kManagement the evaluation of alTenianw risk control actions, se-Iectloni among
tliem and their implementation (risk counsel 3>2) Often a rt-kmanager oversees M.n n.i i. Anita
"" '"""
'Americans (earmore terrorism despite
preparednws"
rrom USA TodaySeptember8th, IWi
Rk Manage, awritten, verbal,or visual statement containing Iniormation about risk. Public opinion about terrorism and home land security;
811* of NewYorkers are concerned about attacks and
Wayfindng 1 seeking a specific destination among options and obstacles thai create 3S% think theircommuning are prepared (or them.
a problem. 2 the practice ot aiding people lo their desired destinations considering
vnual, verbal, and physical surroundings. National Research Council
lmfjrovr.0 Rlak Communication
nt'oe J47 1989
Includes ejrplaiution ofmanaging risk.Timmnni.ailon
processes.
Nahonal research council
"An Anatomy ol Risk
Assessment"
a chapter ol
Riak Aaaaaamenl in the Federal Government
Menagng the Prnceee
pages B? I'T2
hltpwo. i'ks riap-edw'bookVPODl IWhlrmV
Early govemmenL-d report on risk assessment, 1983
O'CnnneJI. Kim
Tound>ofCure-
ffom The AmericanCity and Cowtry
Describes Amends preparaUi-'n (or -aitons types of
lerrorwl attacks, including risk communication.
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Sheldon, Keith
^Credibility Is ! i : ,
Dusiness"
from CorrvmuracationWorld
An uilerview with expertVincentT. Covello;
Defines nsk comntunication m the four aspects directly
used in this thesis.
Smith,Denis




account of September 11th; provides
emotional challenges, detailed surroundings, and rescue
consideralious.
Trost, Cathy
Running Toward danger atone* behaid
the breaking news of 9/1 1
Lanha/n,MD: ltowinan SrLilllelield




Visual collection of ei g safely symbols
Winner,Lailgdou
ThaWhale and tha Reactor
Philosophical perspective on the ignored effects ot
technology on humanity.
One club loi art & Copv
Tha One Show
NC.iou15.uS'}. Volume,??.0<ji)i land 1 1 (I999J
Referenced for examples ol rv.k tomnninicafion liandled
by graphic designers
Kipp. Jonathan D
&nsrgency Incident Riek Monogemerit:
A SafetyA Ken th Perepectwe
HVS^12 JCSf) 1996
Edited byKahneman, Slovic, and Tversky
Judgment Under Uncertainty
Theela Returnsnt Structue
1 Theeie Project Definition In trodtu tig, identifying and understanding tile nature of the
problem, lnduduig hialnry, situation and goals.
2 Pnteedenti I itscriblrir; other existing projects, case (Indies,models that have meaningful
relationships lo your study.
3 ReaoaiohDe^criblngfacti, principles, theories or relationships that have been discovered
to help to ,1. . ihe problem.
A SynthesaiDescribing Interrelationship* and patterns; sorting, wquenarig, ordering
Information or parts of the problem.
6 Ideation Describing the generation of icnceptual solulloi
preliminary design approaches.
did preparation of a range of
a EvaluationDescribing testing, strategies that were used to judge Ideation
did tile resulting selection of possible design solution*.
7 Imp**mentation De^cribine. how Uie projed was refined, developed and produced Ic
hnal torm or application.
Desc tibing plans for future anditi
i be Jistribuled/uied in Ihe lulurc:
ilersurhon; hrjw cuold Un-- 1
e Evoluatlon A.wssing llv final product lo determine streiictli* i
weakiie^s.", haw could future versions be Improved?
,n Summarizing overall expenence and o
of Temna Defining particular terms thai
aid in reader understanding.
.ome;what was
gained'
- used wlihin Ihe written
12 Bibiography Lishng all sources uvd for live (ludyby cateory*books, journals.
maga7inea,web(llet, etc.
13 AppenrJicee Labeling each tool, involvement or actr-ity ' eparaleiy 'enabling a reader to
refer lomore indepth detail at the end of the thesis documentation.
Example. Qtii--tioiiiiairej can be described within the ltd o( the tliesis documentation
and a blank questionnaire cuieien be shown Utere.The entire collection of actual
handwritten responses, elc. should fv located hi the back labeled as Appendix A.
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13.15 Handout and Slides for Lesson Plan Presentation
In the early hours of Dec. 3, 1984, gas
leaked from a tank of methyl isocyanate
(MIC) at a plant in Bhopal, India, owned and
operated by Union Carbide India Limited.
The state government of Madhya Pradesh
reported that approximately 3,800 persons
died, 40 persons experienced permanent
total disability, and 2,680 persons
experienced permanent partial disability.
Studies by India's Council of Medical Research
indicate that severe injury to the lung is
limited to a small percentage of the population
and there is no serious residual eye disease.
Medical studies have shown that massive, one
time exposure to MIC has not caused cancer,




Industry discharged 1 billion pounds of
toxic chemicals into U.S. waterways from
1992 to 1996. The Genesee River gets the
distinction of being #2 in this criteria:
Top polluters directly discharging cancer-
causing chemicals to U.S. waters (1992-1996)
- Frank J. Regan. 1998
RochesterEnvironment.com
Kodak Park has a 22 mile border. The(re are)
13,000 neighbors that run along that border..
In March of 1988, contaminates found in
the groundwater under Kodak Park raised
public concern about the potential impact on
the safety of the Rand St. neighborhood. The
homes in the Rand Street area did not use
groundwater - drinking water was supplied
exclusively by the public water system...
In 1988 a spill, estimated at over 30,000
gallons ofMethylene Chloride, occurred
within 1000 yards of P.S. #41. A 1991
press release showed Kodak at the top of the
states list of industrial polluters. Kodak was
inundated with public inquiries. Kodak
adopted an environmental policy. A 1992
Kodak press release showed a 50% reduction
in the company's release of toxic materials
since 1987.
- Robert G. Pattridge, RIT
rit.edu/~rgp5877/kodak.htm
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13.9 Be Informed guide at Ready.gov
BE INFORMED

























If you see signs
of a chemical
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inside a building
where you are,











7. Otherwise, it may
be better to move








can get out of the
area or if it would


















Look for a hose,
fountain, or any
source of water.
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13.10ComparativeMatrix Used in Synthesis
Category SibcsiegDry Conadorations Goals Sources
Components of
Risk in a man-
Inform dedaone aboutmentaJy Integrity Nan-techncai Government
or physcaly dealingwth a riEk Neutral ComprehendWe InduEtry
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bt-prccLst (diatribulicri of benefit ve harm)






Should be aligned with exerting Integrity Enyronrnentfll groups




Repetitcn of strong imagery can Complete Meda
causa stigmatism (especially Direct Pubics
when magnitude is uncertain^
Redundancy can cause numbing.
Control Macro
Shodd be axtemely assessed Integrity Government











Often for reference ImmedHte E'"f.irjri~,ner'ta! qirup^





Often crverwhetrned by associations Integrity GovemmBni
from signfjcance (representative ReJiabb Industry
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Td hfonm or educate deduce stigmatism
Sign rfiaanoa Benefit of hazard's
bi-prrjdLBt
Harm af hazard
N?*/ Union Ceroids plant promot ion in Bho
pal, India; which ignores the harm of the haz
ard and blindly boasts of "A hard in thrgs
to
come."
S.DDOCfviiana dfe trim leak at the
plant. Survwora awcuated after threedsya,
1EjQQG mare die over the next decade.
At LowCanal famiies wrth children or preg
nant 'tfomen were evacustad by the
tjoverrment after a chemical leak. Uncertan-
ty of harm and magnitude caused centrued
protestB until the e/acuatbnwas expanded
on tA-o separata occaaonE.
i^4rt
Fart of FEMA web aria
tar kris that introduces
chidran to dsastersand
gives 6 suggestions for
handing adisaster.
Magnitude
Conflicting meesagee from Met Ed and Nuclear RegulatoryCommranan led to
Lineaitehty about control of leak and an "exptoawe
bubblB"
at Three Mile Island.
Lack of integrity by rvtetEdand preparBfbDnbyr^CrnadetheaccidBnt intoa
cnssforman. Sorneoftha dramatize stories.
Drections for people during a chemical
leak. Unclear information, overlooks dan
ger of exptosfon from accident.
Annjai En-ironmental




Control g used by the











With the pubic (support-





Austrdia-i Gcvefrmert maps used
show proximity of chemkal hazard
to the Olympic grounds, showing
potential risk.
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i3.ii ComparativeMatrixfor Content on fema Website
hform/oducatB



















COj FEMA FOR KIDS
-- WHAT YOU MIGHT FEEUN A DIS..-
Disastcrs can happen. They often happen quickly and without warning, and
they can be scary for you and your parents. For example, you may have to
leave your home and you may not be able to go to school. You may not be
able to sleep in your own bed and things may be confusing for awhile. There
are SIX important things to remember:
It's OK to cry during a disaster, but remember,
it will GET BETTER.
NEXT
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13.12 Presentation Slides for Lesson Plan Idea
DesigningRiskMessagesahflutMan-MatteOisastersTopics Pre
The 2001 September 11 Ih attacks call
(or various contributions lo address realized
problems vita) to public health.
In seeking callings for the field
of graphic design, external theories wore
discovered, which can infoim designers
in their prob Iem-solwng processes.
DesigningRiskMcssagesafaoutMan'MarjcOlsasters To
Disaster victims (emotional and physical)
Society





.. we live in aworld m which information...
has reduced our susceptibility to accidents
and diseases at the cost ol increasing our
vulnerability to massive
social and economic




Needs Contribute (o a meaningful cause
for
Graphic Direct the skills of the graphic designer
Design towards communicahon that is both
informative and essential to aiding humanity.
Addressing nsk lalenl social problems
Learn from the study of risk
DesignersRiskMessagesaboutMan-MaDeWsinere Re;
Graphic Direct ihe skills ol the graphic designer
Design lowards communication that is both
informative and essential to aiding humanity,
Addressing risk latent social problems
Learn from the sludy of risk communication
Risk communication - the eichanging of information
between experts and audiences regarding potential harm



















& BIASES IN RISK PERCEPTION
HEURISTICS
PHILOSOPHY
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Source Transmitter Receiver (tonan
D-O *,\*, D-D
Delarmine the noise (barrier)










Determine the noise (barner)
Design message so signal passes noise
OeslgnrnginskMessagcsabainMan-MadcDisastera; M rmsmmmSBESSEBSSBSSBSSSBS
Incomplete knowledge of Disasters
I
Biases in Judgement
I Representativeness, stereotypes & other
associations will distort judgement.
2 Availability: conceivability from memory
or imagination will make a situation seem

















Application Guidebook lor Graphic Designer
Toxic Release Data (EPA)
Emergency Response Plan
Communications Piece (Kodak)
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13.13 Sketchesfor Exhibit Panels






















]D Sketches to the left experiment with the physical
format of the exhibit panels.
The four sketches below focus on intertwining the
goals and barriers across the three horizontal panels.
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Sketches for significance intend to reflect
an inverse relationship between benefit and harm.
Sketches to the right focus on the subcategories
of magnitude: geographic scope, levels, and quantity.
Sketched asterisks mark strongest ideas
page this and the following three pages.
4
/Vb 1M














Sketches ofmagnitude above, significance below.







Page of sketches of ideas for reflecting control of risk.
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Sketches for significance, magnitude, and control.
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The majority of the display attempts to show
connections and an overlapping of principles.
Significance
Descriptions of the risk that address both
the harm and benefit relative to it. A chemical
plant creates a hazard that has potential harm.
Including a accidental leak that could cause
specific health problems.While the chemical
also offer benefits including daily cleaners.
Magnitude
Measurements or predictions of the quantity.
level, or geographic range of a risk's affect.
The harm of a chemical disaster and the benefit
of the chemical as a cleaning product can have
drastically different amounts of distributions.
Control
Explanations on methods that reduce harm
on an individual scale (micro) or a large scale
through an organization's actions (macro).
People can prepare for a chemical leak, by
storing an emergency water supply. A
plant can
explain security methods and response plans.
Man-madeDisasters are catastrophic events that cause extensive harm
to people and are created by accidents or acts of terrorism. They often include
hazards, such as nuclear energy and various chemicals, whose existences are
controversial risks of society. Communicating these risks is a complex challenge.
The September 11th attacks have heightened concerns of the American public
and government. Among needs for these rising problems are communication
challenges. This presents an opportunity for graphic designers to contribute
to a meaningful cause and learn from the many findings of risk communication.
A Holistic Approach to Risk can be guided by recognizing the three aspects of risk
(significance, maginitude, and control); each of their noise factors and appropriate goals;
and the variety of sources who address the audience.
RiskCommunication Cycle
(shown to the right) shows one
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Center panel shows a visual description ofmagnitude
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13.16 Presentation Slidesfor Lesson Plan Idea
Design forRisk Communication
Objectives State when and why
risk communication originated.
Define the risk in relation lo communication,
messages, and perception.
Compare aspects of risk communication
and graphic design.
Identify contributions from psychology,
sociology, and philosophy.
Explain the difference between quantitative
and social perspectives of risk.
Design forRisk Communication
Objectives Identify focal characteristics in a given risk
continued message to recognizing the various ways of
representing a nsk.
Survey a sample about social values pertinent
to a chosen risk.
Segment this audience and justify a chosen
target within the audience.
Design a set of risk messages focusing
on the social values of a target audience.
Design forRiskCommunication
Resources Risk Communication Basics




Resources Improving Risk Communication





Resources Improving Risk Communication
hup Vwww nap edu'calakig/1 189 html











Resources Online Articles - Peter Sandman site
hllp.'M-uv. psandman com/
Design forRiskCommunication
Resources Human Behavior & WMD Crisis Report
uimdlrj mi l/abouL;gan 1 /jiion< final report pdf
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13.18 Referencefor Risks Specific to a Chemical Used to find additionalcontent for the pamphlet.
VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE ICSC:0083
MH >V9BHBMB0BHpBHHHHHB9HHHHBIIHBBLH^LHn^




PREVENTION FIRST AID /FIRE FIGHTING
FIRE
Extremely flammable. Gives
off irritating or toxic fumes (or
gases) in a fire.
NO open flames, NO sparks,
and NO smoking.
j







equipment and lighting. Use
non-sparking handtools.
In case offire: keep drums,
etc.
,
cool by spraying with
water.






Ventilation, local exhaust, or
breathing protection.
i
Fresh air, rest. Artificial
respiration if indicated. Refer
for medical attention.
Skin
Redness. Pain. Protective gloves. Protective
clothing.
Remove contaminated
clothes. Rinse and then wash
skin with water and soap.
Eyes
Redness. Pain. Safety goggles, or eye
protection in combination with
breathing protection.
First rinse with plenty of water
for several minutes (remove
contact lenses if easily
possible), then take to a
doctor.
Ingestion
Abdominal pain. Sore throat
(further see Inhalation).
Do not eat, drink, or smoke
during work.
Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce




VOLATILE COLOURLESS LIQUID, WITH CHARACTERISTIC
ODOUR.
PHYSICAL DANGERS:
The vapour is heavier than air and may travel along the ground,
distant ignition possible. Vinylidine chloride monomer vapours
are uninhibited and may form polymers in vents or flame
arresters of storage tanks, resulting in blockage of vents.
CHEMICAL DANGERS:
The substance can readily form explosive peroxides.
The
substance will polymerize readily due to heating or under the
influence of oxygen, sunlight, copper or aluminium, with fire or
explosion hazard. May explode on heating or on contact with
flames. The substance decomposes on burning producing toxic
and corrosive fumes (hydrogen chloride, phosgene). Reacts
violently with oxidants.
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS:
TLV:5ppm; A4 (ACGIH 1999).
ROUTES OF EXPOSURE:
The substance can be absorbed into the body by inhalation and
by ingestion.
INHALATION RISK:
A harmful contamination of the air can be reached very quickly
on evaporation of this substance at 20C.
EFFECTS OF SHORT-TERM EXPOSURE:
The substance irritates the eyes, the skin and the respiratory
tract. Swallowing the liquid may cause aspiration into the lungs
with the risk of chemical pneumonitis. Exposure at high levels
could cause lowering of consciousness.
EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM OR REPEATED EXPOSURE:
Repeated or prolonged contact with skin may cause dermatitis.
The substance may have effects on the kidneys and liver.
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13.19 ChemicalAccident Release Prevention Pamphlet







Section 1 1 2(r)
of the Clean Air Act
RiskManagement Program Requirements
Facilities that use, make, or store more than thresh
old quantities of listed chemicals must develop a
Risk Management Program and file a summary
Risk Management Plan (RMP) by June 2 1 , 1 999.
The purpose of the l I2(r) rule is to:
NCDENR




- Protect plant personnel, the public, and the
environment.
- Prevent accidental chemical releases from
occurring.
- Predict the areas that would be impacted by a
worst-case accidental release.
- Prepare plans for handling accidental releases.
Provide chemical hazard information, poten
tial off-site consequences, and accidental re
lease prevention information to the public.
There are 77 acutely toxic substances and 63
flammable gases and volatile liquids that are identi
fied in the new rule. Threshold quantities range
from 500 to 20,000 pounds. Please refer to the list
of chemicals in this brochure and use the following
charts to determine if your facility is subject to
these new requirements. Stationary sources (pub
lic and private) with process(es) that contain more
than a threshold quantity (TQ) of a regulated sub
stance must conduct a hazard assessment, com
pile a 5-year accident history develop an accident
prevention program, develop an emergency re
sponse program, and submit risk management
information to the EPA by June 2 1 , 1 999.
The author applied a modified version of the above
categories (protect, prevent, predict, prepare, provide
information) to the redesigned pamphlet.
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First page of interior spread.
What is Risk iMcrtajcwent Picnnincj?
In 1996, the U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
adopted the RiskManagement Plan (RMP) regulation.
establishing guidelines for identifying, reporting and
communicating potential accidental releases of significant
quantities of 140 specific hazardous materials.
It requires that facilities handling these materials submit their
RiskManagement Plans to the EPA. RiskManagement Plans
must contain the following ihree components:
J. Hazard /lax-Mmcnt Ppocoai
Each chemical-specific RMP requires that a "worsl-
case"
release scenario be outlined for each process
covered under the regulation. This scenario is very
broadly defined to mean a total and rapid release of
a stored material with the simultaneous failure of all
backup systems designed to prevent a release or lessen
its severity. In addition, an alternate or more likely
release scenario is included in the RMP.
Each of these scenarios includes the distance that a
release mighi travel and the potential effects on people
and the environment. The facility's five-year accident
history concerning the covered process must also be
reported in the plan.
2. Accident Prevention Pregrttm
Art accident prevention program must include
inspection, testing and maintenance of covered
processes, as well as compliance audits and detailed
record keeping.
3. Emergency Response Plan
The RMP regulation requires that an emergency
response plan be in place and shared with local
agencies.
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Front of insert that went in pamphlet.
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Back of insert that went in pamphlet.
Chemical:Vinylidene Chloride
What is it?
A colorless liquid with a sweet odor, evaporates
readily, flammable.
What are the comnien uses?
Used to make certain types of plastic such as a clear,
thin plastic wrap for storing food.
How is it transported to Ruildiny f1<)?
Delivered in a 4,000-gallon tank truck up to four
times per year.
How is it stored? In an underground
6,700-gallon, double-wailed stainless steel tank.
How is it used at Building 119?
To manufacture polymers for photographic films
and papers.
Scenario endpointforflammables: The calculated
distance at which a fire or explosion, due to a hypothetical
release, no longer has the potential to cause damage.
Health hazards based on scenario endpoint: Injuries
due to flying debris or burns.
Worstcase scenario description:Tank trailer fails during
unloading and the entire 4000 gallons is
released
instantaneously.
Distance to worst case endpoint:Approximately 625 feet
slightly off-site, just north of Ridge Road.
Alternate case scenario description: Hose used to transfer
vinvlidene chloride from the tank truck to the storage
tank ruptures and approximately 50 gallons is released
before (he flow to the hose is shut off
Distance to alternate case endpoint: Less than 25 feet
contained within the boundaries of KP.
Accident history: No reportable vinyhdene chloride
releases from this storage tank and delivery system since
it was installed in 1994.
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n.2i Redesigned RiskManagement Planning Pamphlet
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Risk Management Planning








Cover of the redesigned pamphlet.
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Two-page spread of the redesign.
Prevention
Health, safety, and environmental (use) professionals are assigned
to every area ofKodak Park. They assist in the safe operation and
design of facilities, processes, and equipment. The use professionals
oversee the following resources that prevent accidents.
Hang Lee, a Kodak Park
hse professional
Employeas
Highly trained and skilled employees are ourmost important resource
in safely operatingour facilities and protecting
the community.
Mechanical Integrity




Sophisticated computer process control systems monitor a variety
ofprocess parameters and alert operators should a potential problem develop,
Process HazardAnalysis
Safety reviews are conducted for processes that could present a significant hazard,
Assessment Process
Routine assessments and periodic formal audits arc conducted to ensure that safe
operating practices are developed and followed.
Incident Reviews and Investigations
Incidents involving hazardousmaterials are investigated. Corrective actions
to prevent recurrence arc implemented and experiences are shared across the site.
Preparation
Kodak Park is prepared for accidents with on-site nrenghting resources
and internal response plans.
The Kodak Park
Hazmat response vehicle
The Kodak Fire Department (kpd),with a tradition dating back
more than 1 00 years, today maintains two fire stations at Kodak Park and
employs about 80 professional firefighters, technicians and support staff.
These highly trained personnel are prepared to handle awide variety
ofemergencies, including chemical hazards, and are equipped with a modern
hazardousmaterials (Hazmat) response vehicle.
Kodak firefigheters are also a community resource. Kodak's Hazmat vehicle is
one of five inMonroe County. Because of their expertise,xfd firefighters are
often called by coriimuniry agencies to provide assistance. The kpd also conducts
regular drillswith community agency personnel to enhance their ability towork
together during an emergency.
Kodak building personnel also know their role in an emergency.All buildings
at Kodak Parkhavewritten plans describing actions in the case of an emergency.
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Four-page spread interior spread of the redesign.
Vinylidene Chloride Formaldehyde
What la It?
Viirylideiit chloride is a colorless liquid with a sweet odor
It can evaporate into vapor and is flammable
How It It UMd7
Polymer* are manufactured from it for photographic films and papers
in Building 119 Many types of plastic are also made of vinylidene chloride,
including plasticwrap for storing food.
How Is It stored?
An underground 6,700-gallon. double-wailed stainless sled lank.
How It It transported to Building 119?
A 4,000-gallon lank truck delivers it up lo four times per year.
Ha thorn evor beon on occidont ?
No. there are no reportable vinylidene chloride releases from Kodak's delivery
and storage lank system since it was installed in 1994.
What are caul* aceiiarfus?
Case scenarios are hypothetical emergencies ihat Kodak works io prevent,
as well as prepare its neighbors. These scenarios are based on fire or explosion
due lo a hypoIhelical release of viirjlidcne chloride. Two types of scenarios
have been predicted a worst-case and a mosi probable Boundaries have been
calculated to show the boundaries of damage in i
What are tha hazards?
Potential health hazards based of this scenario arc inhalation of vapor,
external exposure, and flying debris.
What kind of injuries could occur?
Inhalation could cause di72iuess, drowsiness, and at high levels
a loweringof consciousness. Pjrlernal exposure of ihe vapor could came tempo
rary irritation and redness of the skin and eyes.
Flying debris could cause injuries and bums
What la tha Moat-Probable Caaa Scenario?
1 lose used to transfer liquid from the tank truck to the storage lank ruptures
and approximately SO gallon* is released before ihe How lo Ihe hose is shut off
Liquid and fumes spread less than 25 feel - contained within Kodak Hark.
What la thaWorat Caaa Scenario
TankTrailer fails during unloading and the entire 4,t)0X) gallons
ts released instantaneously Fumes from the liquid could spread 625 feet at most
slightly off-siie, just north ofWest Ridge Road.
What Is It?
Formaldehyde is a colorless gas with an intense odor thst can be very irnlating.
Oficn purchased in a liquid form {mixed with water and methanol)
How la It uied?
It is used to produce a variety of photochemical products used byour custom
ers. Formaldehyde is also used commonly as > corrosion inhibitor, preservative,
disinfectant and Is found in plywood, paints, and insulation.
How Is It stored?
In a 10,000-gallon bulk chemical storage tank.
How Is It transported to Kodak Park?
formaldehyde u delivered in a 5.000-galion tank truck
Haa there aver boon an accident?
No, there are no reportable formaldehyde during storage or transfer operations
since the tank was installed in 1991
What ara caaa scenarios?
Case scenarios are hypothetical emergencies thai Kodakworks lo prevent,
as well as prepare its neighbors. These scenarios are on a release
ofFormaldehyde Two types of scenarios have been predicted: a worst-case
and a most probable. Boundaries hase been calculated lo show the boundaries ol
damage in each scenario.
What ara tha hazards?
Potential health hazards based of this scenario are from external exposure
io the gas form of formaldehyde
What kind of injuriaa could ocour?
bxtemal exposure of the gas could cause irntation to the skin a* well as
burning and burning ofeyes High levels could cause coughing, congeslion.
severe headache, and irregular heart beat. Long lei in effects fiom prolonged high
levels of exposure include allergies, eczema, eye damage dermatitis, and cancer
What la tha Most-Probabla Cass Scenario?
A distribution pipe is ruptured during a transfer. An estimated 450 gallons
ofmaterial is released before an operator implements emergency shutdown pro
cedures. Liquid spreads 400 feet - fully containedwithin Kodak Park.
What la thaWorst Cose Scenario
Entire contents of the lank trailer are released as the formaldehyde is being




How do I protect myself In a scenario?
In the unlikely occurrence of a scenario, stay on foot and leave area immediately.
See map on other side of page for area predicted to be affected by scenarios
Higher ground is preferred as the vapor is heavier than an
rind may travel along the ground
How do I respond to injuries?
If inhaled, get to fresh air and rest- Refer for mcdicnl attention
For skin irritation, remove contaminated clothes, rinse skin and then wash with
water and soap feu eye irritation rinsewith plenty ofwater fot several minules
{remove contact lenses ifeasily possible), then take lo a doctor.
How do I protect myself In s scenario?
In the unlikely occurrence ofa scenario, use cloth to ventalate air and leave area
immediately Reference themap above for the area predicted to be affected
by scenarios
How do I rsspond to injuries?
If exposed lo formaldehyde, removt contaminated clothes,wash akin with soap
and water For eye irritation rinse with plenty ofwater for severalminutes
(remove contact lenses if easily possible) Visit doctor for anymild injurtes,
is longlcrm injuries can be serious.
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13.22 Set ofSurveys for Original and Redesigned Pamphlet The set of surveys that were distributed.
Survey 2 1"his sui-vt-y will he used only lor iheMs (cirarch
Tii be lilk.il mil aflei uHiiplclnu: by u
Ml-
A candidate al RIT
'Survey 1
"
.md tcidmij Pam/ml,, C A O Ruk Maaa^me-t Ptan,a,iK Pamphlets
(ii clc the most appropriate option fur each line:
ilnw mutliol Ihcinlonnalion
in Pamphlet P did ynu tkini
'
0% 20 4U 60 KO 100,'.
1 low much ill the inlonnaliori
in Pamphlet /> did you read'1 0% 20 411 6Q ko |uo%
Does Pamphlet 13 repfcwnl
Kodak's control of the situation more
or less cficcliscly than Pamphlet C More cfTccuvcly Less effcmvcly No change
Was Pamphlet 1) more alarming or
more comforting Iliun PamphletC Merc aljniiing More comforting No change
Was Pamphlet Dmore helpful
ormure harmful titan Pitmphlet C More helpful Less harmful Neither No change
Wa Pamphlet /.) more clear
ormore vague iliun PamphletC More clc.-u More vague No change
Was Pamphlet Omore trustworthy
ormute deceiving iliim PamphletC More Trussworth)
Moil-
Deceiving No cliangc
Which topic was improved the most Case scenarios Prescnlion method* none
m Pamphlet W Preparation methods Description ofchemiol
Which topic *as improved ihe lean CaseM-'cnario-i Prevention methods none
in Pamphlet IV Preparation mciliodv Descnpiioii ofchumcul
Which pamphlci do vou consider
to be niosl informative'* Pamphlet
C"
Pamphlet I) they are the same
Stirs cy 1 1 Ins survey will he lived only lnrLheMsre.-fnn.il
fotvlillcdiiiiliilleirculing Iry j Ml A uindidalo al HI f
Pamphlet l /toil Uauaatmt til Planning, Pamphlet*
Circle Ihe oinst appropriate option fur eueh Hue:
Mow m k n [<| lln Ultimo.1II1HI
mf,{il,i/,W(.,rtlKlvo.!-k'nr (J% 20 AD 60 80 1110%
llowmiiclloftlit u, fori in,Hon
in Pamphlet C did you
read''
11% 20 40 60 KO ioo*:;.
Mow ninth control do vou think
K.ikLiIl Part, lus nianngmr;
the risks outlined in Pamphlet CI 0% 20 40 60 80 100%
Mow much oftlus inlornmlion
wns
alarming''
0; 20 40 nil SO lOO*-.




Which topic v as nmil clicclivcly cxpl
jineil'1 CawM-cnonos Prevention niclhodi none
Prcpjnition methods Dcicrtplum ofchcmn.al
Which topic was /i-arr clicc-iivcly explained
' fuse scenario-- Prevention tn.'tliotls none
Prcparnlion methods Description ut chemical
General conunenis.
The following pages are surveys with responses.
In each one, the survey about the original pamphlet
is on the left and the survey responding
to the redesign is on the right.
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Sorvoy2 rite survey win bo usocl only for thesis research
1o bo Itfled out after complying hy a MFA candidate al Rl r
"Survey 1
'
and reading Pamplttet <J& $> fishManagement Planning Pamphlets
Greta the most appropriate option for each Arte:
Hew much ol the tnlonnauon
m Pamphiot B did you skim'7 0% 20 40 CO 80 100%i
How much ol the information
wi PamnVt/e. B (Jul you read? 0% 20 10 60 80 100%
Does Pamphlet B leprose/ii
Kodak's control of the situation more
ot te;>i> etioettvety than P&nphlor A'.' More Qltectivory Loss oHcctrvely No change
Was Pamphiot0 rnoro alarming or
more comlofting than Pamphiot A~> More alarming Monj comlrjiliiig No chartae
Was Pamphlet 8 more hetptul
ot more harrrtui uwi Pamptm A~> Mom helpful Less harmful Neither No change
Was Pamphlet B more Clear
or more vague than PamplVoi A? More clear More vague No change
Was Pamphlet 8more tfuslwortjry
or more deceiving than PampNet Al Mora Trustworthy Morn Decefwig No change
When topicwas improved themost Case scenarios Pievontfon mylhods none
in Pamphlet H? [Reparation methods Oescnptvon ol crvemical
When tope was improved Ihe leas' Case scenanos Prevention meiltods i rone
m Pamphlet B'i Preparation rrotliods Description ol chemical
Wluch pamphiot do you ce^nsider











To ho rillod otrl atinr mating
Fampfifefaf-c--
\ low much ol tho imormaltoi i
in Pamphlet A did yen slam?
How much ol the tnfofrrratrori
In Pamprtei A did you read?
How much control do you think
Kodak Park has over managing
tho neks oul lined in PamptttelAl
How rnuch ol Ihts informal ton
was alarming'?
Please rate Pamphlet A lor Ifie following-
This survey will he used only lor llvasis research
by a
Ml-A candidalo at RlT.
Risk Management Plarxung Pamphlets
Clrc to the most appropriate option lor each ire.
0% 20 /401 TO F lOft
0% 20 40 /60'. HO 100%.
0% 20 40 60 (B0 j 10O%BOy




Witch lopic wasma';' efleciively explained?
Which topic was least ctHeclively explamed'>
rrustworjTy Decravincj
G :
^asa sepaangp' Prevontion mrjtHods none
Preparation rneltiods Description of cherrcal
Case scenarios Cl^PfcvenirOn methods none












To \k> filiecl ou! after comptotinq
'Survey r and reading Pampniel AH.B
How much ol the information
in l^ampNut B d>d you sktm*?
How much ol the irifonnahbn
in Pamphlet fi did you redd?
Does Pamphlet B rcpresonl
Kodak's control of lie situation more
or less efloctrvofy than PamphletAl
Was Pamphlet 8more alaitmng or
more comforting than PamphletA?
Was Pamphlet B more helpful
or more ttarmlul than PamphletAl
Was Pampttlet Bmore clear
ormore vague than PamphfatAl
War; Pamptia 3 more IruslwonTiy
or more deceiving than PampNetAl
When fopic was m>proved fhomost
in PamphletDl
Witch topic was improved toe teas'
in Pamphlet 0?
Which pamphlet do you consieiW
to be most informative''
This survey will bo used onlyl tliesrs research
by a Mf A candidate at FtiT
RiskManagnrmnt Planning Pamphlets
Circle the most appropriate option tor each fine-
0% 20 (T) 60 60 100%
OSi 20 40 (^) SO 100%
lore oirechvejyj i.ess ortortrvoty No diange
camfortrng No change




MoreTiustwottlry Moro Deceiving /Mochai
Case scenarios Prevention nlelliods none
Preparation rnetiiour; DesnnplKwi ol ctierrncal
Case scenarios Prevention methods none
Preparationmethods Description ol chemical






1o be filled out alter readirtg
PamphloA A
How much or the information
in PamphletA did you skim?
Haw much of tlw information
in PampNetA did you read17
How much control do you think
Kodak Park has ovmmanaglnq
Ihe nsks outlined in PampfiletAl
How much of tills irrforrnation
was atarmitq''





This survey win be used only for thesis research
by a MFA candidal at RIT
firs* iWa/rat/anjenf Ptantvnq Pamphlets
Circle thomost appropriate option for each Una













Wlich loptc was most eftoctivoly explained? Case scenarios Prevention methods rone
C Preparat.cn nietids\ Ocsc'iption of chemical
Whch lopic was least effectively explained? (CTsescoraijos Prevention rnettiods none
Preparation methods Description ot chemcai
General comrnenls
-rv-VTIVJro^ 4W- ^r^pWc-r- - ^Tr^Vrl
\) uav+A-o re^ ^ uweKsW- fvlerV
5aAovjj e^svAVi ^V.irv(vV
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Surveyl
To be fiBtxJ out after readirtq
1 tvs surwy win i>e used onfy for these research
by a MFA candidal? at FllT
Pamphlet A fish. Manaqement Planning PampNets
r low much of tt>o information
Circle the most appropriate ration tor each Ine:
m Pamplilot A did you skim7 0% 20 40 60 80 100%
Hew nuch of iho intotmation
in PampNet A did you read? 0% 20 40 GO 80 100%
How much control do you think
Kodak Park has overmanaging
the riste out lined in PampNet A> 0% 20 40 60 80 100%
How much of Ihrs mtormaton
was alarming? 0% 20 40 60 80 100%




Which topic wasmost eiiectrvoly explained? Case scenarios Prevenlcn mclhods none
Preparation mothodu De^ptton of Chorrtcaf
Whch tope was least effecltvery explained? Case scenarcs Prevenion rnethods none
Preparation riltiods Description of chnmical
General comments:
Survey 2
To be hHed out alter compietlntj
'Survey 1
"
and reading Painpiile! A&B
How much of Ihe Inlunmtion
m PampNet B did you skim?
How much ol Uie information
hi Pamfjhlet B did you read?
Does PampNet B represoni
Kodak'3 control of the srtuaoon more
or less ofloctively than Pamphlet A?
Was PampNet Q more alanning c*
more con-tfoning lhan PampNet A'?
Was PampNet B more lietpfui
or more harmful thanPamphletAl
Was PampNet 8 more clear
or more vague lhan Pamphlet Al
Was PampNet B irate Injskvorlfry
or more deceiving than PampNot Al
Whch lope was improved themosl
m PampNet B">
Which topicwas tmptoved the least
In Pamphlet B'l
Wluch pamphiot do you consider
to bo most informative?
General
comments-
This survey will bo used only for thesis research
by a MFA candidate at Rlf .
tUskManagement Planning Pamphlnl^
Circle the most appropriate option for each Snoc
0% 20 40 60 60 100/r.-
0% 20 . 40 60 80 100%
Moroefiecliver/ Less eHeelivory Nodtange
Wore alarming More comfortinq No change
More tielpful Less harmful
"
(Jfenhef No change
Mom clenr More vague No change
More Trustworttv -More Deceiving No change
Case sr;enanoo Prevention methods none
Preparation methods Descnpoon ot crwmica!
Case scenarkys Prevoniionmoitiods none
Preparation methods Dcsafpicn 61 chemical
Pamphlet A Pamphlet8 they are the same
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Survey 1
To tie Nied out alter roadlng
1 his survey will on LrfXi(j q,^ 1oi xtt^s^ rosaarcli
by a MrA catKJidale al niT
Pamphlet A Risk Management Planning Pantphlcts
How much ol tho triformaLon
Ocle the most appropriate option tor each Une:
in PampNet A did yixi skim? 0*u 30 40 60 80 10O*
How much of the irrfomiaiion
in Pamphlet A did you react? 0% 20 40 f30 80 100%
How rmcli control do you tliirik
Kodak Park lias over managing
ihe rlste outlined m PampNet Al 0% 20 40 GO 80 100%
1 low much ol this Information
was alariiMig? 0% 20 40 60 60 100%






Whch topewas most effeclively explained? Case scenarios Prevention methods none
Preparation mothods Descriphon of chc-THcal
Whch tope was leas' afleclivet/ explained? Case sconanos Prevenion rneiliodi. none




To bo ffliod out after leading
PampNetA KB
Mow much ol Iho mfonTation
m PampNet fi did you skim?
How much ol tte intomoiiori
In PampNet B did you road''
Does PampNet 8 tepreseni
Kodak's control ot the situation more
or less efh-ctrvety lhan PampNel A"'
Was PampNet Bmore alarming or
more comforting than PampNetAl
Was Pamphlet B more helpful
or more lumnu tuari PamphletAl
Was PampNet 8 more deai
or more vagiw lhan PampNetAl
Was PampNel B more truslwonhy
or more deceiving than PampNot A">
Whch topic was improved l!mod
in PampNel 0?
Wfuch topic was improved tho least
In Pamphlet 81
Which pamphlet do you consider
lo bo most informative?
General commenls:
The survey will be used only lor thesis rasuaich
try a MFA candidate at PIT.
FisK Management Planning f'amphlots
Circle the most appropriate option tor each Ine:
0% 20 40 60 80 100%
0% 20 40 60 80 100%
More effectively Less effectively No change
More alarming Mom comforting No change
More heiplul Less ttatmfui NeHher Nochange
More clear More vague No change
More Trustworthy More Deceiviriq No change
Case scenarios Pievenlvonirelliods none
Preparation methods Description ot chernca)
Case scenarios Prevention methods tone
Preparation netnodc Oosctiplcn ol clrnmteal
PampNet A PampNet 8 they are tho some
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Surwyl
To be fineo oui after reading
PamphletA
How much of the infcrmaliori
m PampNel A did you skim''
How much of Iho information
m PampNet A did you road ?
How much control do you think
Kodak Park Has over managing
the risks outlined r> PampNoi A'>
How much of this intc-rrnalon
was alarming
^
Please rato PampliletA tot Hto following-
This survey will be used only tor iivesfc research
by a MFA candidate al RIT
Rsk Manageniont Planning PainpNets
Circle themost appropriate option tor each Une.
0% 20 40 60 60 100%
0% 20 40 60 90 1C0%
0% 20 40 60 80 100%






Which lope was most etfeclivBly
explained"^ Case scorwos Prevorition molhods none
Preparation methods Description ol cfiemjcal
Wrvjchlopc was least etlecitvely explained'' Case scenarios
' Prevenlion methods none




To bo mod out altei completing
"Survey 1
"
and roadmg Pamplilet A&B
How much ol Ihe rformalion
m PampNet B did you stain?
How much ol Ihe Informalion
m PampNet B did you read?
Does PaittpNet B roprescnt
Kodak's control ol ttw situationmce
or less effectively lhan Pamphlet
A1*
Was PampNet B mote alarming or
more cxjmtorling than PamphletAl
Was PampNet B more helpful
or more harmJul than PamphiotAl
Was PampNetB more cleat
ormore vague than Pamphlet Al
Was PampNet B more trustworthy
or more deceiving than PampNet Al
Wlich lope was imprcived the most
In PampNet 8?
Wtach lope was improvod the least
in PampNet B'1
WlrJcli pamplilet do you corrsacter
lo be most informative?
General ta>mments:
1 hrs survey wiD be used only for Ihesls research
by a MFA candidate at Off
RskManagement PtanNng Pamphlets
Circle the most approprale option lor each Ena:
0% 20 40 60 80 100%
0% 20 40 GO 80 100%
More elloclrvery Less effectively No change
More alarming More comforting No change
MoreMpfuf Less harmlul Neither No change
Mjre clear More vague No change
More Trustworthy Mom Deceiving No change
Case scenarios Prevonliryi methods none
Pieparalion rieOn-ids Description of cl*anical
C3Se sconanos Provunlron meiliods nonu
Pritpamirof) motliods Description of chormcnl
PampttletA Pamphiot B they are Hie same
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Surveyl
To he fitted out after riding
PampNel A
How much ol tho tnfotmatton
m PampNet A did you skim >
How much ol the inlormation
in PampNel A did you read?
How much control do you think
Kodak Park has ovos managaog
the risks outlined n Pamplilet A''
Tins survey wiU be used only Ich Ihesb rosHttrch
by a MrA candidate al RIT.
RiskManagement Planning Pamphlets
Circle themost appropriate option (or each line.
0* 20 40 tTO 80 100%
20 40 60
20 40 60
How rruch of Ihts iirformation
was alarming? 0% 20 40 60 80 100-%
Please rale PampNel A lor Hie following. Alarrrtrxj
r Comforting
lost eBecfrvefy explained? Casoscenaros Provonlion molliods . norw
Preparafon methods Descnpfon of chemical
Wnirjlitopc was least ellecfruely explained? Case ^cenarcs: Prevenionmethods noie
f^lOparaton melhods Description of crrerrcai
Genoral comments
Survey2
'o he Mletl out after compteling
"Survey I
'
and loading Pamphlet -4 & <3
How rrxeCh ol the inlormafior
i flartpfiter 8 did you sWm?
How rmch of ino nfcrmatrori
m Paitiphbt B did you read?
Does PampNel B represent
Kodak's control of Hie atuaion more
or toss effectively Ihan PampNet A">
Was PampNet 8 moie alarming or
more contorting than Pamphlet A"1
Was PampNet 8 more helpful
or more harmful than Pamphlet A">
Was PampNet Bmore dear
or more vague than PamphletAl
Was PampNet B more iruslworthy
or more deceMng irtan Pamphlet Al
Wlwch toprc was improvod Hie mosf
In PampNet B'>
Whch topic was Improved the feast
in Pamphlet B?
Which pempMol do you rx-nsidor
lo be most informative?
lieneral
rjorrimcnts'
This Si irvey wiB be used only lex thesis research
by a MTA candidate at FliT
RiskManagementWanning Pamphlets
Circle the most appropriate option for each ine;
0% \ 20 40 60 60 100%
0^ 20 40 60
'
BO 100%
More effectively Less effoctwety No cliange
More alarming More contorting No change
More holpful Less harmful Neither No change
More clear More vague No change




Preparaton methods Description of cl>arnjcal
Case scenarios Proventionmeihiids none
Preparation method's Description ol chetmcal
Pamphlet A PampNet 0 they are Hie same
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K
Survey 1
lo tK Idled out aflor reading
Pamptiiet A
How much ol Urn iriform.itron
in PampNet A dia you skmi7
How much of the inlormalion
In PampNet A did you ttxiep
How rnich control do you think
Kodak Park lias aver managing
Ihe risks outlined in ftimpliletAl
I lowmch ot the infornwtron
was
alarrnng''
Please rate Pamphlet A tor the following.
This survuy will bo used only lor Ihesls resoarch
by a MFA candidate al RIT.
RiskManagement PlanNnq Pamphlets
Clrcto tho most appropriate option lor each fine:
0% 20 40 /SO,' 80 100%
0% ;20) 40 GO B0 100%





Whch lope weKi most eifoctwery exptaHod? Case scenarios Prevwillon methods none
Reparation methods r OeGcnptlcfljo^chenoical---^
Winch lope was least effectively explained? Case scenarios /Pre-rtwitton
tn&hodju-
none
Preparation inothods Oescnption ol chemical
4:
Survey2
To bo fiBed out aller completing
"Gurvey
1"
and reading PampNel A KB
This survoy will bo used only for Ihesfc; research
by a MFA candidalo al RIT
Risk Management Pwvanq Pamphlets
How much ol tho informalon
In PampNet 8 did you skim?
Cirde the ricet appropriate optJon for each fine.
0% 20 40? 60 80 100%
Howmuch of tlie inlnrmalion
m PampNet B did you road? 0% 20 40/00, 80 100%
Does PampNet 8 represent
Kodak's conlrol of Uie situation more
or toss eflectevely than Pamphlet





Was PampNet B more alarming or
more ccyTrtorting lhan PamptiietAl Morealaming More comforting f No change
Was Pamphlet 8 more helpful
or more harrnU tlian PamphletAl More helpful Less harmful (
Neither pio change
Was PampNet B moro dear
or more vague than PampNel Al
'
More ctoar_ J More vaguo No change
Was PampNet B more f ii/shvcfthy
Or more docoiving than PampNetAl Mote Trustworthy More DecQrv^i^Noclwnge -
Whch lopic was improved themost
In PampNet 0">
Case sconanos l^rovention methods i none j.
Preparation inotnods Description of (homlcai
Wl nch tope was improved tho loost
in Pamphlet 87
(_ C3S6 scenarios J Prevention rnuthodn none
Preparation methods Description ol chemical
Wticli ptjiirpl\let do you consider
to be most irnormaliwe? PampNet a Pamphlet B .-'they ate ihe same )
General
comrnents'
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13.23 Sketchesfor Guide Possibilities
Oou^Wtjc
Sketches that integrate the comparative matrix






*umw^ tv i en




















Sketches of caution bars extended to guidebook.






Considerations for binding and folding possibilities.
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13.24 Color-Coding Sketches for Guidebook
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Defining Barriers & Goals
f Benefit Quantty Lewi Scope Were Macro
c2
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13.26 Spreadsfrom Final Guidebook
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Summary Barriers of human-caused disaster messages
Complete lack of realization of the risk 10
Personal interests of those who gain or lose from the message 12
>jP Lackofa credibiity. causing themessage to be disregarded 12
/
s^ Different messages from different sources, especially the media 1 )
sjr jcy Potential legal ramifications for acknowledging a risk s harm 14
Strong correlations, like stereotypes that overwhelm judgment 14
J? ^ Important details about the risk,which are currently unknown 1:
tP sr Extreme ability to imagine harm, overwhelming judgment 1 5
Designing RiskMessages in
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Goals of human-caused disaster messages
Designing responsibility in ethical situations ,fi
Not taking a side, allowing the audience to make a decision 17
Encouraging a change in behavior 1B
Being straight-forward about the risk issues 18
Using language that is understood by the audience 19
Showing relevant information, eliminating meaningless visuals 21
Recognizing or including the different aspects or viewpoints 22
Organizing information so it can be understood by the audience 22
Leaving an easy lo recall impression without stigmatizing 23
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Examples Visual Messages in response to Human-Caused Disasters
The outside Haps on this page
are used in this chapier
to break, down Hie needs, goals,
and barriers of each example
Designing Risk








Distribution of risk aspects in a corporate disaster planning brochure
/MKfigicettcnt
Huikllrgllv
yianlldaM ChUiidj Sir.nf;. Tirlr
m ..
Released
Kodak. June 1 9
Purpose
Inform community about disaster reks & methods
ol planning and prwentiori required by the EPA
Criticism
Strong macro control content
Visuals could be more specific to benefit
Will not likely cause stigmatism
Lack some magnitude content (level or quantity)
Mo micro control content
Repeats Information without adding substance
Unnecessary writing, about legal requirement
9




level Quant it.' Scope
Control
l.tao Micro
images of sky and
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Distribution ol risk aspects in a corporate disaster p arming brochure
Maps Content, Scale, Form, & Color
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Distribution of risk aspects in a corporate disaster planning brochure
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Text Grouping, Legibility, & Formating
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Distribution of risk aspects in a corporate disasler planning brochure
Imagery Selection & Alteration
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Maps Content, Scale, Form. & Color
Maps display the predicted or actual magnitude of a disaster. The designer
makes various decisions that attect Hie readers understanding and reaction
to the information
The content chosen to be shown m the map can reveal specific surroundings
ot the disasters Scale can affect the perceived size ot the disaster
and the amount of surrounding content The forms and color can code the
content establish a subtle fieiieiachy. and reflect the level of harm posed
by the disaster
Designing RiskMessages in Response to
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buildings only property oniy witnout loacs rails Without guides with roads, rails, and guides
X
with buildings and property
0
Content
Deciphering Ihe important content should be the designer's first decision.
While doing this, he or she should constantly consldei the audience their knowledge, and theii potential concerns.
Quantity is suggested by showing distinctly seperate buildings with small
blocks that surround (lie industrial park. It is clear that foul
buildings are affected by the disaster scenario above.
When the buildings are ignored and replaced by the property of the neighbors
ol Uie industrial park, tls content is less quantitative However it dues leflecl
the potential harm to the surroundings more accurately.
When the bullrings and propert) are both shown quantity is shown
iwthin
the suiruuiiding piupeffies. See the section on colw tiealment lor more
information on this separation.
Transportatiori routes and guides are important secondary details of the map
that should not be overlooked Detours and esit icutes are emergency response
actions that can be aided by a map. Some neighbors might even feel comfortable
avoiding segments of certain roads The tram is mure of a landmark in the above
example, but should not be overlooked as a farnilar guide to neighbors Other guides
include labels of street names. the legend, directional compass, and Uie grid.
which is used lot scale. These provide relevant information that can help neighbors
gniirje their distance from Uie scenario's boundaries,
Designing Risk Messages in Response to
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Distribution of risk aspects in a corporate disaster planning brochure
Redeskin
Original
In the unlikely occurrence
-srSS^-
Sec map on other side ol j ~^"~^:.".
I hghcr ground is prclcrrc- aaw&aa
and may travel along Uie -t
Text Grouping, Legibility. & Formating
Text provides the opportunity for Introducing a risk and clarifying complex
situations with additional details. The sensitive subject matter .-rentes the
challange of being complete, while not overwhelming thereadet The shaping
of this content can affect the immediate impressions, the ease and duration of
lending, the sentience of intake, rout the reader's comrjrehsnsion,
Grouping, text Into meaningful categories reveals relationships that break
down the complex set of messages. The designer can select a typographic
system to display the writing, in a lenihile manner This system can he applied
lo n visual loimat that leveals tlie groupings m Uie most meaningful way.
Designing RiskMessages in Response to
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The deslgnet should first read the tent and organize it into dtfletent groups.
Designers must slmplfy the complexity of the content lot themselves before they
can explain it to others. Lists of content otganized into gioups. like Uie examples
above, show distribution. This can reveal redundances and Incomplete segments
of the text. With grouping, the lesponsJble designer can tevle.v the messages
bang shaped and then choose the most appropriate order to deliver to the leader
The examples at the top of the page arrange twelve questions thatwere presented and answered in the pamphletThe following elaborateson these foui groupings.
Random grouping of information
Is seldom appropriate. Continuous
lists can overwhelm the reader, and
poor ordering can lead to contusion
or stigmatism. In the above example
the reader would be told about
protection from scenarios that have
not been Introduced.
Positive and negative grouping begins
to establish a logical flow and leveal
meaning. A sceptical reader may skip
over Uie positive inloiniauou and go
directly to the hazards and Injuries.
Significance, magnitude and control
grouping provides the deslgnei uitli
a test for completeness. Further
sorting can be accomplished with
the subcategories that are described
In chapter two Tills grouping can be
meaningful foi the reader.
Inform, prevent, predict and prepare
grouping teliect the elfoits ol the
organization releasing the information.
This logical now ol content can be
revealed thiough these efforts.
The designer can also use this grouping
to review the content for completeness.
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Distribution of risk aspects in a corporate disaster planning brochure
Original
Imagery Selection & Alteration
Redesign
KrArrt:i .^i tlttft PljUWinil
Images have tie potential to help Ihe render comprehend some of Ihe risk's
complexity. They can set the tone ot the message, verify ant emphasize parts
ot the willing, and quickly provide visual descriptions more efficiently.
broad selection of imagery offers a variety ot potential communication.
t'irfereiit alterations can be explored to strengthen and ia,er messages
that can be integrated :.ith the other elements




Images that have an informative connection 10 the risk ate preferred, such as the pictures of an Inudstnal plant
and tlie chemical 1 esponse fire truck. Images that are rnoie generally associated with the subject, such as shy and water
imagery, can be eflecttve too. While they may not provide as much specific Information, they can createmessages when
combined with other images. These combinations can be explored with forced juxtaposlon which is demonstrated
in the above examples.
Watei and clouds begin to suggest
safe souroundingsthat could either
leflect success or a susceptible
environment Combining the die truck
with water could cieate a distracting
association to a fire hose
Various linages of employees
place appropriate focus on
tlie people Keeping trie communitj
safe Tlie size relationship between
the above photos ot the plant and
individual emphasizes the control
Images ol kinds ol people create
much different combinations, which
are dissonate. The above combination
reflects the fiaoile surroundings of the
plant ..rule the bottom combination
suggests an alarming message
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